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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

September 9, 2021, in a sweeping executive order,  president Joe Biden mandated all U.S.

companies with 100 or more employees to require COVID vaccination or weekly testing, or face

federal Ines of up to $14,000 per violation. Biden also ordered businesses to give time off to

employees to receive the injections.

Biden is also requiring all federal employees and federal contractors to get the shots. For

unspeciIed reasons, postal workers and members of Congress and their staff are exempt from the

vaccine mandate. Biden did not make any exceptions for persons who have already had COVID and

recovered, and therefore have antibodies to the virus.

“ Joe Biden told Americans when he was elected
that he would not impose vaccine mandates. He
lied. ~ Ronna McDaniel, GOP Chairwoman”

He also said he’d use his “power as president" against any governor unwilling to follow the order "to

get them out of the way.”  Biden may be biting off more than he can chew, however, because as of

September 11, 2021, 28 states were already pushing back against federal vaccine mandates.

Many States Vow to Fight Back Unconstitutional Mandate

The backlash was swift. The Republican National Committee quickly announced they would sue the

Biden administration for issuing an “unconstitutional mandate.” GOP Chairwoman Ronna McDaniel

issued a statement:

“Joe Biden told Americans when he was elected that he would not impose vaccine

mandates. He lied. Now small businesses, workers, and families across the country will

pay the price.

Like many Americans, I am pro-vaccine and anti-mandate. Many small businesses and

workers do not have the money or legal resources to Dght Biden’s unconstitutional actions

and authoritarian decrees, but when his decree goes into effect, the RNC will sue the

administration to protect Americans and their liberties.”

Nebraska Republican Sen. Ben Sasse told the Daily Caller:

“President Biden is so desperate to distract from his shameful, incompetent Afghanistan

exit that he is saying crazy things and pushing constitutionally Lawed executive orders.

This is a cynical attempt to pick a Dght and distract from the President’s morally

disgraceful decision to leave Americans behind Taliban lines on the 20th anniversary of

9/11. This isn’t how you beat COVID, but it is how you run a distraction campaign — it’s

gross and the American people shouldn’t fall for it.”

In a series of tweets, South Dakota Gov. Kristi Noem stated:

“South Dakota will stand up to defend freedom @JoeBiden see you in court,” and “My legal

team is standing by ready to Dle our lawsuit the minute Joe Biden Dles his unconstitutional

rule. This gross example of federal intrusion will not stand.”

Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp also issued a statement saying he intends to “pursue every legal option

available” to halt Biden’s “blatantly unlawful overreach,” as did Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey, who in a

tweet stated:

“This is exactly the kind of big government overreach we have tried so hard to prevent in

Arizona — now the Biden-Harris administration is hammering down on private businesses

and individual freedoms in an unprecedented and dangerous way. This will never stand up

in court.

This dictatorial approach is wrong, un-American and will do far more harm than good. How

many workers will be displaced? How many kids kept out of classrooms? How many

businesses Dned? The vaccine is and should be a choice. We must and will push back.”

Florida Governments Face Fines if Following Biden’s Order

In Florida, Gov. Ron DeSantis countered Biden’s edict with one of his own. Any local government

that makes COVID vaccination a requirement for employment will be Ined $5,000 per violation.

During a September 13, 2021, press conference, DeSantis said:

“We are gonna stand for the men and women who are serving us. We are going to protect

Florida jobs. We are not gonna to let people be Dred because of a vaccine mandate.

You don't just cast aside people who have been serving faithfully over this issue, over

what's basically a personal choice on their individual health. We cannot let these folks be

cast aside. We cannot allow their jobs to be destroyed."

I was going to include DeSantis’ speech in this article, but it has since been deleted for “violating

YouTube’s community guidelines.” Imagine that, that they would actually remove a legally elected

governor’s opinion on this topic because it violates their authoritarian tyranny.

Biden Is Clearly Out of Legal Bounds

Biden’s executive order is unlikely to stand up in court, seeing how federal law prohibits the

mandating of emergency use products, which by deInition are experimental. As noted in a May

2021 report by The Defender:

“The bottom line is this: mandating products authorized for Emergency Use Authorization

status (EUA) violates federal law as detailed in the following legal notiDcations.

All COVID vaccines, COVID PCR and antigen tests, and masks are merely EUA-authorized,

not approved or licensed, by the federal government. Long-term safety and eecacy have

not been proven.

EUA products are by deDnition experimental, which requires people be given the right to

refuse them. Under the Nuremberg Code, the foundation of ethical medicine, no one may

be coerced to participate in a medical experiment. Consent of the individual is ‘absolutely

essential.’

Earlier this year, Mary Holland, Children’s Health Defense president and general counsel,

and attorney Greg Glaser stated that federal law prohibits employers from mandating EUA

COVID vaccines (or EUA COVID-19 tests or masks). Holland and Glaser wrote:

‘If a vaccine has been issued EUA by the FDA, it is not fully licensed and must be voluntary.

A private party, such as an employer, school or hospital cannot circumvent the EUA law,

which prohibits mandates. Indeed, the EUA law preventing mandates is so explicit that

there is only one precedent case regarding an attempt to mandate an EUA vaccine.’”

If you’re like most, you’re probably thinking, “Well, Biden’s executive order came after the U.S. Food

and Drug Administration gave full approval to the PIzer/BioNTech COVID shot Comirnaty, so the

vaccine is not under EUA.” You’d be partially right. But mostly wrong.

The Difference Between PKzer’s BNT162b2 Shot and Comirnaty

The FDA did indeed give full approval to Comirnaty, but that product is not predicted to be available

for over a year. The only PIzer shot currently available, called BNT162b2, remains under EUA. We

have the FDA to thank for this unusual and befuddling situation, but the key take-home is that while

approval has been granted to Comirnaty, that product is not obtainable.

The FDA wants BNT162b2 to be viewed as interchangeable with Comirnaty, but from a legal

standpoint they clearly are not identical. BNT162b2, being under EUA, is indemniIed against

Inancial liability, whereas Comirnaty, once it becomes available, will not have that liability shield

(unless PIzer/BioNTech manage to get liability shielding for that product before its release).

In other words, if you’re injured by the BNT162b2, your only recourse is to apply for compensation

from the Countermeasures Injury Compensation Act (CICP).  Compensation from CICP is very

limited and hard to get. In its 15-year history, it has paid out just 29 claims, fewer than 1 in 10.

You only qualify if your injury requires hospitalization and results in signiIcant disability and/or

death, and even if you meet the eligibility criteria, it requires you to use up your private health

insurance before it kicks in to pay the difference.

There’s no reimbursement for pain and suffering, only lost wages and unpaid medical bills. This

means a retired person cannot qualify even if they die or end up in a wheelchair. Salary

compensation is of limited duration, and capped at $50,000 a year, and the CICP’s decision cannot

be appealed.

If normal circumstances apply to Comirnaty, were you to be injured by that injection, you’d be able

to sue for damages under the national Vaccine Injury Compensation Plan (VICP),  so from a legal

perspective, there’s a rather signiIcant difference between these two products.

Legal NotiKcations You Can Use

If your employer or school requires you to get a COVID shot, consider using the legal notiIcations

provided by the Children’s Health Defense legal team. The notices inform employers and

educational institutions that they are violating federal law.

Three separate notices are available for download from the Children’s Health Defense Legal

Resources page;  one for mask mandates, one for PCR testing and a third for vaccines. There, you

can also Ind information on how to request a religious exemption for COVID-19 vaccine mandates

in the workplace.

Vaccine Mandate Heralds Communist Style Social Credit System

In a September 13, 2021, episode of Fox News’ Fox & Friends, co-host Rachel Campos-Duffy

warned that vaccine mandates are “the beginning of the communist-style social credit system,”

adding:

“Dr. Anthony Fauci is now saying that if you don’t have the vaccine, you shouldn’t be able to

have air travel. I mean, this happens in China. In China … if you don’t agree with the

government, you can’t get on a train. They block you. They have a way to do that, and this is

the beginning of that system where if you’re a dissident, if you don’t agree with the party in

power, you will be punished.”

Are we rushing toward a social credit system where behavior is either rewarded or punished based

on the whims of those in charge of the system? Biden’s refusal to make exceptions for those with

natural immunity, who by no stretch of the imagination actually need or beneIt from a COVID shot,

seems to indicate we’re deInitely heading that way.

Giving people with natural immunity a health passport won’t work for the technocratic elite because

the naturally immune aren’t on a vaccine subscription. The whole point of having a vaccine

passport is that you lose your freedom every time a new booster rolls out. You either get the

booster or lose your freedom.

People with natural immunity can’t be roped into this control scheme. What are they going to force

the naturally immune to do in order to keep a valid passport? They can’t make money off natural

immunity, and they can’t use it to control.

In a September 13, 2021, letter to Biden, Consumer Brands Association CEO Geoff Freeman listed

19 of 50 questions received from its member companies.  Among those questions is whether

Biden’s executive order includes religious or medical exemptions, including exemption due to

natural immunity.

As reported by Newsweek,  details of Biden’s plan will be ironed out by the U.S. Occupational

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), but in the meantime, Freeman called on the Biden

administration to address some of the most pressing questions.

OSHA Lets Employers Off the Hook for Vaccine Injuries

Speaking of OSHA, in May 2021, the agency quietly revoked  the requirement  for employers who

mandate the vaccine to record side effects as a work-related event. By doing so, OSHA relieved

itself and employers from having to pay out workers’ comp if an employee is injured by a mandated

COVID shot. OSHA tried to justify its decision, stating:

"OSHA does not wish to have any appearance of discouraging workers from receiving

COVID-19 vaccination, and also does not wish to disincentivize employers’ vaccination

efforts.

As a result, OSHA will not enforce 29 CFR 1904’s recording requirements to require any

employers to record worker side effects from COVID-19 vaccination through May 2022. We

will reevaluate the agency’s position at that time to determine the best course of action

moving forward."

People With Natural Immunity Turn to the Law

In the days ahead, our justice system is bound to clog up with lawsuits against employers, schools

and governments alike. Law professor Todd Zywicki recently sued  George Mason University in

Virginia over their vaccine mandate, as he has natural immunity. Zywicki discussed his lawsuit in an

August 6, 2021, Wall Street Journal commentary.

His lawsuit pointed out that people with natural immunity have an increased risk of adverse

reactions to the COVID shot — according to one study  up to 4.4 times the risk of clinically

signiIcant side effects — and that the requirement violates due process rights, the right to refuse

unwanted medical treatment, and is noncompliant with the Emergency Use Authorization.

August 17, 2021, George Mason University caved before the case went to trial and granted Zywicki

a medical exemption.  Unfortunately, the school did not revise its general policy.

A number of other lawsuits have also been Iled, including one by more than a dozen students and

Children’s Health Defense against Rutgers University in New Jersey,  and one by six Oregon

workers who are suing the state on grounds that they already have natural immunity.  The plaintiffs

include two corrections oocers, an EMT, a medical ooce manager, a school bus driver and a

special agent in charge of an Oregon Department of Justice investigatory unit.

Jason Dudash, director of the Oregon chapter of the Freedom Foundation, which is representing the

state employees, accused Oregon Gov. Kate Brown of becoming “power-hungry amid the

pandemic.” “The courts must establish a more logical, science-based approach,” he said.

Military Service Members Sue Over Vaccine Mandate

Military service members with natural immunity are also suing the Department of Defense, the FDA

and the Department of Health and Human Services. As reported by The Defender:

“The lead plaintiffs in the lawsuit, Staff Sergeant Daniel Robert and Staff Sergeant Holli

Mulvihill, allege U.S. Sec. of Defense Lloyd Austin ignored the DOD’s own regulations and

created an entirely new deDnition of ‘full immunity’ as being achievable only by vaccination.

According to the lawsuit, the military’s existing laws and regulations unequivocally provide

the exemption the plaintiffs seek under Army Regulation 40-562 (‘AR 40-562’), which

provides documented survivors of an infection a presumptive medical exemption from

vaccination because of the natural immunity acquired as a result of having survived the

infection …

Dr. Admiral Brett Giroir, HHS assistant secretary, stated in an interview Aug. 24 with Fox

News: ‘So natural immunity, it’s very important … There are still no data to suggest vaccine

immunity is better than natural immunity. I think both are highly protective.’

Yet on the same day, Austin issued a memo mandating the entire Armed Forces be

vaccinated, in which he wrote: ‘Those with previous COVID-19 infection are not considered

fully vaccinated.’

In that memo, plaintiffs allege Austin created a new term and concept, which contradicts

the plain language of DOD’s own regulations, long-standing immunology practice, medical

ethics and the overwhelming weight of scientiDc evidence regarding this speciDc virus.

Plaintiffs claim Austin, who is not a doctor, changed the DOD’s own regulation without

providing ‘a scintilla of evidence to support it.’ They also allege Austin made the regulation

change without going through the required rulemaking process, in violation of the

Administrative Procedures Act review.”

The lawsuit also points out that PIzer’s Phase 3 trials, which is the phase in which long-term side

effects are detected, won’t be completed until 2023. Moreover, the lawsuit highlights the fact that

PIzer unblinded the two cohorts in the middle of the trial and eliminated the control group by

offering the real “vaccine” to all controls.

In so doing, PIzer turned the study from a placebo-controlled blinded trial into an open

observational study, and the FDA allowed it. Observational studies carry nowhere near the same

weight as placebo-controlled trials, as you don’t have anything to compare the treatment group

against. It’s very easy to overlook even severe injuries when you have no control group.

Fauci Warns There Will Be ‘Many More Vaccine Mandates’

As we approach the two-year mark of this pandemic, it’s time for our judicial system to kick in and

protect the public. The emergency powers granted to governors are not supposed to last forever,
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protect the public. The emergency powers granted to governors are not supposed to last forever,

and the rights afforded us by the U.S. Constitution were never intended to be suspended and tossed

aside in times of medical crises. It’s time this rampant lawlessness got reined in.

Whether or not that will happen remains to be seen. What we can be sure of is that if our legal

system fails to do its duty, the beacon of freedom in this world will be lost. As reported by CNN,

Fauci is out there warning that “if more people aren't persuaded to get vaccinated by messaging

from health oocials and ‘trusted political messengers,’ additional mandates from schools and

businesses may be necessary.”

The technocratic elite will take it all the way because they are Ighting for the Great Reset. And the

Great Reset won’t work if people are free. They need leverage over the population, which is

precisely what vaccine passports are all about.

Jacobson v. Massachusetts: A Ruling With Tragic Consequences

In closing, those who support the mandating of experimental COVID shots will typically point to the

1905 Jacobson v. Massachusetts case, which is often interpreted as giving government the right to

force vaccinate everyone for the common good. However, as noted by Alex Berenson in a recent

blog post,  we ought to really look at the time at which that verdict was given.

In the years surrounding the 1905 Jacobson v. Massachusetts verdict, the U.S. Supreme Court also

ruled in favor of racial discrimination, corporate monopoly, child labor and making questioning

government a jailable offense. That same year, in 1905, they ruled workers have no rights. In 1923,

they ruled minimum wage laws are illegal and in 1927 they OK’d forced sterilization based on the

Jacobson ruling.

Most of these rulings have since been overturned, and for obvious reasons. Most people don’t

agree with racial discrimination, monopolies and child labor anymore. Most agree that minimum

wage laws are a good thing, and that questioning government is an unassailable right that is

necessary for democracy to work. The 1905 Jacobson v. Massachusetts case is no different. It was

made in and for a different time, when individual and human rights were routinely quashed.

As noted by National Vaccine Information Center president Barbara Loe Fisher in “How Fear of a

Virus Changed Our World”:

“Using bad logic and bad science while leaning heavily on the pseudo-ethic of

utilitarianism, state governments were given the green light to legally require vaccination

based on a ‘common belief’ that vaccination is safe and effective, rather than proven fact.

Piously waving the greater good Lag to justify throwing civil liberties out the door, the court

majority ruled that citizens do not have a legal right to be free at all times because there

are ‘manifold restraints to which every person is necessarily subjected for the common

good’ …

But the justices also warned that mandatory vaccination laws should not be forced on a

person whose physical condition would make vaccination ‘cruel and inhuman to the last

degree.’ They said:

‘We are not to be understood as holding that the statute was intended to be applied in such

a case or, if it was so intended, that the judiciary would not be competent to interfere and

protect the health and life of the individual concerned. ‘All laws,’ this Court has said, ‘should

receive a sensible construction’ …

During this time of fear and confusion, the Jacobson ruling also reminds us that it is

democratically elected representatives in state legislatures who make public health laws

governing people living in different states. That is because what is not deDned in the U.S.

Constitution as a federal activity is reserved for the states, which is an important check on

federal government power.

Elected lawmakers in your state can choose to mandate a few or many vaccines with or

without exemptions, while the federal government has the authority to mandate

vaccinations for people entering the U.S. or crossing state borders.”

Sen. Warren Threatens Amazon to Ban ‘The Truth About COVID-19’

Since the publication of my latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” which became an instant best

seller on Amazon.com, there’s been a signiIcant increase in calls for censorship and ruthless

attacks against me.

Most recently, so-called “progressive” U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., in an outrageous,

slanderous and basically unconstitutional attempt to suppress free speech, sent a letter to Amazon,

demanding an “immediate review” of their algorithms to weed out books peddling “COVID

misinformation.”

Warren speciIcally singled out “The Truth About COVID-19” as a prime example of “highly ranked

and favorably tagged books based on falsehoods about COVID-19 vaccines and cures” that she

wants to see banned from sale.

Two days later, U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., followed in Warren’s footsteps, sending letters to

Facebook and Amazon, calling for more proliIc censorship of vaccine information. Even President

Joe Biden has recently used a debunked report as his sole source to call for my censorship.

Sadly, these attacks are being levied by the very people elected to safeguard democracy and our

Constitutional rights. Essentially, what they are calling for is modern-day book burning. This is a

democracy, not a monarchy.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,706 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Retsbew Thank you Thank you Thank you!!
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thank you!!!
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Thank you so much for the link.
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Retsbew, Thank you - much appreciated
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Hi Retsbew: There are hundreds of articles by Dr Mercola that that site has been publishing for a long time, can also be found in

the search engine of the SOTT.net portal. He has the option of translating into several languages. And it is the occasion of

discovering that there were more friends than we thought.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When James started Project Veritas his wife was upset because their children were quite young back then.  So he increased his life

insurance.  He was so passionate about Inding the truth that he started getting some excellent and veriIable information.  He’s in as

much danger as he ever was.  He’s gone inside some interesting places, like Google and FaceBook.  Whistleblowers now come to him

which is great and I hope his wife feels better. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/project-veritas-jodi-omalley-hhs-w..  - 09/21/21 ›

COVID › VIEWS: ‘This Is Evil at the Highest Level,’ Says HHS Whistleblower. In a video released Monday by Project Veritas, U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services insider, Jodi O’Malley, a registered nurse, shares recorded conversations between herself

and colleagues about the government’s failure to acknowledge COVID vaccine risks and lack of eocacy.
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Thank you very much, Retsbew, you always with interesting information. Great report from the Veritas Project at CHD,

FACEBOOK CEO ZUCKERBERG EXPRESSES CONCERN ABOUT COVID-19 VACCINES IN LEAKED FOOTAGE. Journalism

watchdog Project Veritas has released footage of Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg expressing concern about COVID-19

vaccines. A company insider sent the footage, allegedly taken from an internal weekly question and answer session.

Zuckerberg’s comments in the July 2020 footage expressed clear concern about the effects of Wuhan coronavirus jabs on one’s

DNA and RNA www.theepochtimes.com/facebook-ceo-zuckerberg-expresses-concern-about-..  .

BIDEN’S DRACONIAN COVID EXECUTIVE ORDERS ARE UNCONSTITUTIONAL. Clearly, this is unprecedented. There is no

provision in the U.S. Constitution giving the federal government the legal authority to require businesses to require their

employees to get a vaccine. And, if even there were, this would be a legislative or law-making function, a power that the

president does not have. Certainly, a president can issue executive orders to members of the executive branch to implement a

law, but executive orders cannot be used to make law.

thenewamerican.com/bidens-draconian-covid-executive-orders-are-unconst..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

An anonymous source told Project Veritas that Biden's border cages in Donna, Texas were Illed with children who, as you can

see in the video, are wrapped in aluminum blankets like burritos. Conditions are so dire for the children living in these cages that

the source felt compelled to report. the installation has been under strict lock and key. "Child sex slaves waiting to be bought by

Americans," wrote a Populist.press commenter, speculating on the true nature of this strange and creepy facility."

In George Stephanopoulos’s very short interview with President Joe Biden – billed as “extensive,” “expansive,” and

“wide-ranging” – the president denied the situation at the border, took a swipe at Americans who don’t “listen,” and bragged on

his macho encounter with Vladimir Putin. Biden Irst tried to deny the ongoing catastrophic surge was irregular, then denied that

he sent the wrong message on immigration, then denied that children are held in cells, then Inally said “quite clearly, don’t

come.” https://youtu.be/xff5mHG2hy8  ~ thenationalpulse.com/.../biden-border-lies-fact-check
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VIDEO: RAND PAUL CALLS FOR “FIVE YEARS IN JAIL” FOR FAUCI LYING TO CONGRESS. Appearing on Hannity, Senator Rand

Paul responded to the emergence of yet more proof that Anthony Fauci lied to Congress regarding the funding of coronavirus

gain of function research, reminding viewers that the offence is a felony punishable by Ive years jail time. “I Ind that hard to

believe that we still would have someone with such poor judgment, who believes that even a pandemic would be worth it, that

this person is in charge of the research for our government, I Ind that astounding,” Paul declared. “The judgment that we should

continue to fund this lab and—that the virus in all likelihood came from the lab. I think it’s such incredibly poor judgment that he

should be immediately removed,” Paul added. summit.news/2021/09/09/video-rand-paul-calls-for-Ive-years-in-jail-fo..

 (September, 2021)
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“WE ONLY LET PEOPLE ON THE AIR…WHO TAKE THE BAIT” – CNN DIRECTOR SAYS MORE OF THE QUIET THINGS OUT LOUD

TO PROJECT VERITAS. Technical Director Charlie Chester – described how the network uses “manipulation” to shape public

opinion and garner higher ratings. “Any reporter on CNN — what they’re actually doing is they’re telling the person what to say…

“It’s fear. Fear really drives numbers – [TV ratings],” Chester said. “Fear is the thing that keeps you tuned in.” Chester said Jeff

Zucker – the network’s president –- would call the CNN newsroom during live TV segments and order the staff to keep COVID

death tolls on the screen to capture viewers’ attention. More details in the link, which includes a video.

therightscoop.com/we-only-let-people-on-the-air-who-take-the-bait-cnn-..  

BIDEN'S VACCINE FIAT FORGES A FASCIST PHARMA CORPORATE STATE. “Never in my lifetime has something occurred that

was so egregiously opposed to Misesian concepts of liberalism and freedom. In fact, this is directly in line with perhaps the

most opposite ideology to liberalism: fascism. Benito Mussolini said himself that “Fascism should more appropriately be called

corporatism because it is a merger of state and corporate power.” In today’s political discourse, people abuse the word fascism

and sometimes even cite this deInition of corporatism while stretching it somewhat from the truth. However, the state requiring

that businesses require the vaccine from one of three large corporations that were propped up by the state is undoubtedly the

merger of state and corporate power that Mussolini dreamed of.”

mises.org/power-market/bidens-vaccine-Iat-forges-fascist-pharma-corpo..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

NOW THE LANCET U-TURNS OVER COVID LAB LEAK THEORY AND PUBLISHES ‘ALTERNATIVE VIEW’ CALLING FOR A

‘TRANSPARENT DEBATE’ ON THE ORIGINS OF THE VIRUS. The Lancet is suddenly shifting gears by calling for a new “open and

transparent debate” about the subject. Sixteen scientists published an “alternative view” in The Lancet challenging the earlier

paper, which we now know was authored by compromised “scientists” with direct ties to Wuhan, China, where the Chinese Virus

is believed to have been cooked up in a lab.

Now, The Lancet has agreed to publish an alternative commentary which discusses the possibility that laboratory research

might have played a role in the emergence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

www.infowars.com/posts/now-the-lancet-u-turns-over-covid-lab-leak-theo..  (September 19th 2021) ~

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10005295/Now-Lancet-U-turns-Covid-lab..  ((September 19th 2021)
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Thank God someone is collecting this data!  Thank you so much for sharing Retsbew!
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Gui, fascinating on Rand Paul calling for 5 years in the clink for Fauci.  Is that all MASS MURDER gets these days?  Arrg!
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Hi Gui and everyone - This was just posted 6 hrs ago:

www.infowars.com/posts/report-wuhan-lab-requested-funding-from-darpa-t..  And from your MisesInstitute link: "NulliIcation

is the Jeffersonian idea that the states of the American Union must judge the constitutionality of the acts of their agent, the

federal government, since no impartial arbiter between them exists."
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Rrrealrose, yes the Constitution gives more power to the States than the Feds! They do have the power to nullify federal laws on

state territory.

Retsbew et al, see what the Florida ex prosecutor has to say about our civil liberties and our vaccine rights and where the law is

on our side www.bitchute.com/.../GdlkQYHrc5Dv
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On a Rense interview last night, David Icke explains how Common Cause has bred a generation of minions to the Controllers

(who are they?) who have been systematically inIltrated into the levers of power, and will unquestionably follow orders. If you

wonder why Gov. Inslee is such a moron but does what he does, perfect example. This is a world-wide setup, hence why nothing

we are told or told to do makes sense, they are focused on the goal of complete control. So, asking these questions gets you

nowhere: Its not a vaccine, so why can it be mandated? The tests are 100% invalid. The killer virus has never been isolated,

so...? And how can there be a variants?
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Thanks ROSE. It seems that potentiated coronaviruses have also been in the environment. CDC, DOD RUNNING BLACK OPS

MISSIONS TO RELEASE PATHOGENS ACROSS AMERICA. The government and the CDC are waging biological warfare attacks

against the American people right now, right here on our own soil. DARPA originated the bioweapon as MERS, then Fauci funded

the weapon's gain-of-function via Wuhan, then China reIned the ACE2 aonity of the spike protein which was produced

separately in large quantities. Deep-state vaccine operators likely launched spike protein nanoparticles in New York City in

February / March 2020, triggering pandemic hysteria and the media campaign that led to the push for mass vaccines, while

large Pharmaceutical companies ensured that the toxic spike protein nanoparticles were inserted into the vaccines and

so-called "antigenic targets."

If you live in the United States, you are living on a biological warfare battleIeld, and the enemy running biological weapons is

the CDC and rogue elements in the Department of Defense itself, both funded by taxpayer dollars. In other words, this rogue

government is taking your dollars, using them to build biological weapons of mass destruction, and then deploying those

weapons against you to cover up its own agenda of mass genocide.

www.brighteon.com/00400916-7b34-4d94-b584-38364bc993e7  (Sep 20, 2021)
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Gui, This misapplication has been going on for years. Embedded Smithsonian article that dates back several years outlines

early 1960's "mistakes made" with biological agents:

getpocket.com/explore/item/how-the-death-of-6-000-sheep-spurred-the-am..  Then they spray this on our foodstuffs, on our

sidewalks and playgrounds, and everywhere imaginable. AND they inject these chemicals into children, ostensibly so they can

attend brainwashing called public schools. Then some idiot president wonders outloud why US health care bills have been

skyrocketing...Duh!!
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Project Veritas has released a new exposé showing that mistreatment of the elderly and rampant medical fraud are two

hallmarks of the Wuhan coronavirus. A pair of insiders from Aegis Living blew the whistle on their operation, which they say “is

grossly taking advantage of severely vulnerable adults” under the guise of taking plandemic precautions.

Cassandra Renner, one of the insiders, came to Project Veritas due to concerns about what she says she witnessed at her

facility. Workers, she says, are administering “chemical restraint” to some vaccine “hesitant” elderly folks in order to force them

to take the “vaccines.” .“The resident was lied to about what shot she was receiving. She was told that it was the xu shot … She’s

no longer with us and in her last moments of life, she had to have her dignity removed.”

www.projectveritas.com/news/breaking-two-healthcare-insiders-at-aegis-..  (September 14, 2021)
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Gui, Reports serious staong shortages are common, especially in long term care facilities. Anything can and will occur if staff

is being seriously overworked.
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It all started with Trump calling for a two week lockdown and a suspension of our HIPPA rights now dementia Joe is mandating a vaxx

or lose your source of income which means death for those with a sick child stricken with cancer, type I diabetes, etc. Why are the

masses not in the streets calling for his immediate resignation and hanging along with Harris, Pelosi, Milley & a few others. I don’t

understand our blasé, lukewarm attitudes and lack of action?? They’ve spoken of putting lithium in the water, perhaps they’ve done so

and that’s why the apathy is palpable??

My employment position is ending. As I’m applying and interviewing companies are offering free vaxx or $100 incentives if you are

vaxx’d. I wonder how long I’ll be able to keep my employment? Then what’s left? Sell my thrift store furniture, pots, pans, pier1

bedroom set, my car, give my animals away, live under a bush with drug addicts & the mentally ill, get beat up, raped, become a

criminal who steals food? Will I become a hollow soul or a bitter one till the new regime takes over and I’m ground into soylent green??

I understand ppl want to be patient, give the beneIt of doubt. I’ve been calling for hangings since May of last year (I’m a fast mover).

Patience looks like apathy when we’re approaching a two (2) year mark. Am I wrong?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear katndognco. You must be suffering greatly from the impotence of seeing the tyrannical injunctions for a vaccination that

brings serious problems and no beneIts. It is terrible to lose a job in times of crisis, also knowing that those vaccinated also

transmit Covid and even the Spike protein. Disinformation has led to collective menticide. Social networks, big media like CNN

are an example of misinformation. This authoritative information and friendly to globalist elites and government corporations is

considered superior to any other information. Information, for example, from the CDC is used as the basis for censoring any

other perspective or dissent. They can mislead the masses about their plans and convince the public that everyone is being

protected, even though the CDC is actually threatening people's health, livelihoods, treatment options, and basic human rights.

Of course Biden and Fauci should be jailed.

Sharri Markson of Sky News in Australia has dropped a major bomb on Tony Fauci and his contrived Wuhan coronavirus

plandemic narrative. Markson called out Fauci point-blank for funneling American taxpayer dollars to Wuhan, China, to conduct

illegal gain-of-function research on coronaviruses. Markson says that Fauci is "up to his neck" in crime, which "just shows how

incredibly stupid" he is. Markson has been probing Fauci’s criminal activity for a while now, having uncovered that Fauci “had

funded 60 projects at the Wuhan laboratory.” citizenfreepress.com/breaking/sky-news-australia-set-to-drop-the-wuhan..
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks GUI, I supported Trump bc I like him- But he’s no different than Joe in that he’s “handled”.  In order to manage the world

at large I focus on what I can do. I cleaned out garage, interviewed for a position. It’s a process of careful discovery of who’s

most likely to support freedom vs tyranny not just pay/beneIts these days and one cannot be direct in questioning unless

played from a tyrannical point of view. It’s absurd how I’m walking the pages of 1984. I’ll soon be joining in on 5 minutes of hate

screaming at the pictures of unvaxx’d patriots, frothing at the mouth making sure they know I’m on their side ready to turn in

those dirty freedom seekers who speak against The Party. Sieg heil !!
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Plotters against the free world must realize that if their horrendous adventures fail, they will all come down with a medical

condition called "stretched neck". As such, they all have made such commitments they all face life or death futures. For now,

they all think they can easily succeed in their mission. If Rand Paul is reluctant to call for the death penalty for the rodent Fauci,

it likely means he has been compromised. Supposedly, both Rand and his Daddy are pro-Israel supporters aka zealots. That by

itself is cause for compromise.Not sure if  I can trust any Israel supporter.

Of course, with 84% of their population vaccinated and #2 booster waiting in the wings, I suspect Israel has no future except as

a ruling cadre for the NWO. Remember that elite, wealthy jews sent run of the mill jews to the various camps. Ditto the fact the

Wehrmacht had 150k jewish members in the military. Has the deep state committed the perfect crime? No. Many people knew

from the outset that something was vastly rotten in Denmark.

It's almost laughable that Australian oocials have stated Covid will be with them forever. Have they even left the door ajar even

a millimeter for the usage of Ivermectin and HCQ?? Covid forever, Ivermectin never.......for them to imply they are absolutely

health oriented is the most stupid thing they've ever uttered. Yeah, line up for your "vaccines".  Folks, normality will again reign if

ONLY you get your jabs.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bahmi0, I laughed out loud at your medical terminology; "stretched neck".  Yes, let's hope many of them do die of stretched neck

syndrome in the coming months.  I agree people are not whom they appear to be; decepticon full throttle -
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kku35696
Joined On 7/22/2013 8:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is your place of employment offering exemptions? Religious or medical? I was able to keep my job in the ED by sending in a

religious exemption. Try Liberty Council for advice as well.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

KatnDognCo you are right. Americans are wayyyyy too passive. This is why the powers that be quite literally get away with

murder.
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't get your hopes up, the majority of Amerikans have been absorbed by the Borg and are incapable of examining the

situation for the truth. They will swallow what they are fed each day, and look down on those outside the Narrative.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The 5 years Rand Paul advocates is for Fauci lying in his testimony to the Senate.  “Being compromised” is a pretty big leap,

IMO.  Let it play out.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kku395696, My current position is not mandated, my position is phasing out. One of the positions I accepted has offered $100

cash if present proof of or I can attend their FREE vaxx fair blah blah, another that I accepted is at an airport so I foresee it being

pushed there also. IF I receive a 3rd offer that company is on the fence. Yes x a thousand I will Ile an exemption status. I’m not

allowing them to medically rape me by force. No means NO.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

katndognco, Don't allow yourself to be ruled by fear. All is not necessarily lost.  Have you considered seeking employment, or

starting your own business, in the underground economy (black market) ? Yes, I  am serious. Underground commerce thrives

whenever and wherever government operators have outlawed voluntary trade and other peaceful activities. Every bad situation

offers an opportunity to formulate a solution. Use your intelligence and wits to conceive of peaceful and deIant ways not only

to sustain yourself, but also to thrive in an underground economy.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

arthurrieloutlook.com, Yes I have considered it, but I'm seeking immediate employment as I live paycheck to paycheck like most

Americans.  I was told I'd have full time hours till mid Oct then they were cut to 8 per week. I have dogs to feed, rent, utilities, car

insurance & my food, though I have been fasting and that is a skill set everyone should be practicing in case it becomes

necessary- I'm not afraid to show fear it's called being authentic.  Strong people get that way by experiencing all of life, not the

just the photo shopped Hallmark moments, but thanks for reminding me to side gig- I do need to get that moving asap!
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lovejam
Joined On 1/12/2009 4:39:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Contact your local militia and be very picky about which one you join. Do your research. I'm sorry it's come to this, but we need to put a

contingency plan on the table for another revolution if the criminals aren't brought to justice soon...
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Secure a food supply too. If possible set up a local bartering system. America is no more. Just little pieces to tie ourselves to.

Hopefully we can stay axoat after the ship has thoroughly sunk. The USA is going the way of the Titanic. It hit the iceberg in

2020. Too many Patriots are in denial. This delusional mindset will not help them, their families, or local communities. Trump is

NOT our messiah and will not save us! Neither will the non-Christian, non-Biblical fantasy scenarios those pre trib rapture, Kirk

Cameron fans delude themselves with. The Christians in China sat passively, waiting for the Rapture in the 1940's when the CCP

took over. Guess how that turned out? Our country has been destroyed. Salvage what we can and Ight to survive the

apocalypse/dystopia.
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carmoora
Joined On 10/10/2006 5:48:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Victoria, Australia, massive objections are underway against the compulsory jabs.

www.9news.com.au/national/coronavirus-victoria-construction-workers-pr..  The major construction union was asked to have the

jabs. It was explained as voluntary 2 weeks ago. Suddenly the same  leader made them compulsory a few days ago. Union members

said they did not want that. They asked couldn't supplementing workers  with zinc, Vit D and Vit C as prevention and making the drug

Ivermectin available to them as the medical treatment if anyone cought coovid  be an effective substitute to the jab? The government

seemed to go berserk, immediately lost its temper and kicked them all out of work. So now the daily protests are ongoing and

government projects have come to a standstill. May be a big union might be the only strong arm left to  make the huge vaccine sales

companies respect at all the massive community opposition.
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Truthoutthere
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:23:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately carmoora,the reason that these protests have started in Melbourne is that the construction workers’ union,the

CFMEU,is parroting the govt. line and mandating jabs for the workers. In Melbourne,many construction workers are refusing to

be jabbed..hence yesterday’s attack on the union headquarters. The CFMEU is in partnership with the World Economic

Forum.The unions are part of the evil cabal.More power to the protesters who are being demonised as right wing extremists etc.

..the usual lies.Many construction workers in Melbourne and Sydney have very strong ethnic bonds..so this will be interesting.In

Australia,our lying politicians have gone insane.We cannot allow the darkness to win.
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM
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I love the way the CFMEU thug leader Setka was complaining about being pushed around, abuse and bad language.  Oh the

irony! I needed a plumber today so rang 4 plumbers and asked them if they had had the jab.  3 said yes and Inally the 4th said

no. "Excellent" I said can you help me?"  He seemed relieved and happy to do so. Immediately I know I am engaging an

intelligent, well informed and safe worker. I felt the pain of the other 3 plumbers who I had to refuse the work after they told me

they had been vaxxed.  They obviously thought they were doing the right thing.  Not their fault but "stupid is as stupid does".
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Two can play that game. Remember when unions could STRIKE and bring the government to a standstill?  All the unions that

could not be pushed around were Democrats too.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Footage coming out of Australia shows how the nation has rapidly turned into a totalitarian police state out of a dystopian

novel. One video shows a man traveling through FairIeld, a suburb of Sydney, when he’s stopped by police for not wearing a

face mask while driving in his own car by himself !. "It's crawling with military now," the man said of FairIeld as sirens sounded

off in the background. Another video shows a man who was pulled over by police being forced to go to the hospital. "This is

becoming a police state," said the man being interrogated by police on the side of the road. “Look Australia, this is what’s

happening. I'm getting sent to hospital for something… What are you going to do to me in the hospital? Do you want to vaccinate

me?" www.infowars.com/posts/these-videos-prove-australia-is-a-tyrannical-po..  

Australia has lost its way: Australian health chief Dr Kerry Chant says COVID will be with us "forever" and people will have to "get

used to" receiving endless booster shots. The New South Wales health director made the alarming remarks during a recent

press conference. "We need to get used to being vaccinated with COVID vaccines in the future ... I can't see that COVID is not

going to be with us forever," Chant said during a press conference last week.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9939465/Coronavirus-Australia-Million..
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More represión. The Australian federal government passed a controversial new law that gives the country’s law enforcement

agencies more online surveillance powers. Known as the Surveillance Legislation Amendment (Identify and Disrupt) Bill 2020

the bill was passed by both the federal House of Representatives and the Senate on Aug. 25. It is now awaiting Royal Assent,

the Inal step before it becomes law. The new legislation expands the power of law enforcement agencies, notably the

Australian Federal Police (AFP) and the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC), in three distinct ways.

www.theepochtimes.com/australia-passes-sweeping-online-surveillance-bi..  (September 1, 2021).
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I wondered why they went after the union headquarters.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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www.bitchute.com/.../GdlkQYHrc5Dv   Noncompliant: Florida's ex-attorney general tells us about our vaccine rights and where

the law is on our side ~ standforhealthfreedom.com/press-release/or-senators-grand-jury-petitio..  two Oregon senators are

requesting Grand Jury investigation into the CDC's artiIcial balooning of COVID19 death statistics ~ www.youtube.com/watch

 Arizona attorney general lambasts Biden mandates, excellent legal arguments ~ www.youtube.com/watch    Texas attorney

general candidate, president can’t just grab mandating powers ~ www.youtube.com/watch  GOP congresswoman, Biden acting

like dictator, 13 governors planning to Ight mandates ~ www.youtube.com/watch   GOP lawmaker Iles lawsuit. Note the

unprofessional, undermining behavior of others gathered with her, shills? THEY look really bad, not the lawmaker. ~

www.youtube.com/watch  Fox News great discussion re socio political climate
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Truthoutthere
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:23:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

‘trusted political messengers’..I’m sure that’s an oxymoron.The trust is gone,you depraved charlatans.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM
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Ignore anything the government illegally requires or mandates.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Yes, well Here's a snippet: In a letter addressed to President Biden, 24 Republican state attorneys general urged the president to

reconsider his decision to require companies with more than 100 employees to mandate vaccinations and frequent coronavirus

testing for workers, calling the plan "disastrous and counterproductive."  This is the only article I can Ind quickly, embedded is a

link just under the second advertisement break in the story, to the letter addressed to President Biden:

www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2021-09-16/24-states-threaten..   - concerned worker shortages will be

counterproductive to economic recovery, among other things. Its well-drafted. worth time to read over their numerous points of

contention, in addition to being unconstitutional.
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See what the Florida ex prosecutor says about our legal rights with the vaccines and where the law is on our side

www.bitchute.com/.../GdlkQYHrc5Dv
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This is good. However, if your employer won't go along with you then you will need to turn to the courts or, probably, Ind a new

job.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Speaking of mandates, now Biden is calling for a 70% world wide Jab rate. Why? Are we hearing about the massive die off in

backwoods, jungle or island areas? Most likely there is little if not no problems of real concern in those areas. If the "Civilized World"

goes poking around once again under the guise of "saving the ignorant primitives', " there will no doubt be mass infections of many

kinds of unexposed 'bug's' causing sickness to be blamed on the dreaded Scamdemic Covid.  

* " Comirnaty, once it becomes available, will not have that liability shield (unless PIzer/BioNTech manage to get liability shielding for

that product before its release)." * What odds does anyone want to make book with as whether they get liability shielding or not? *

"Giving people with natural immunity a health passport won’t work for the technocratic elite because the naturally immune aren’t on a

vaccine subscription. The whole point of having a vaccine passport is that you lose your freedom every time a new booster rolls out.

You either get the booster or lose your freedom." * "People with natural immunity can’t be roped into this control scheme. What are

they going to force the naturally immune to do in order to keep a valid passport? They can’t make money off natural immunity, and they

can’t use it to control."  * "

Of course the unvaxed with real immunity aren't fully vaxed, they didn't have the vaccine. Yet if cooler heads can prevail perhaps it will

become common knowledge those with a real immune system have a far more complete protection. All these things and more show

just how badly they have botched their master plan. Evermore drastic, desperate measures exposing to increasing numbers of the

general public how much this is Bull Spit, real solutions readily available, & how crippled the existing systems actually are. Unite &

Conquer the Divide to Rule Crowd.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Just, there is only one way: long-lasting natural immunity and with far fewer risks than the biological weapons falsely

called vaccines. Very well said: “The point of having a vaccine passport is that you lose your freedom every time a new booster

is launched outside. Either you get the reinforcement or you lose your freedom. "People with natural immunity cannot be tied to

this control scheme."

Let's hope for better times, more people than ever are waking up to the Western medicine scam, and we have the Wuhan

coronavirus scheme to thank. An increasing number of Americans who used to trust the system are now saying to themselves,

"I will never trust another doctor again." His reasons include the obvious shift in the medical profession from science to a

full-blown death cult.

Our doctors in the Ield could have saved us from this disaster. They should have faced Anthony Fauci, who might as well be a

personiIcation of evil. Instead, they were complicit in the deception. They encouraged lies because it made them powerful. "In

private conversations with people they trust, American citizens are scorning physicians for imposing a narrative on us that had

no scientiIc basis," writes Randi Pinkerton for American Thinker.

www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/09/i_will_never_trust_another_doctor..
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juststeve, You said, "Speaking of mandates, now Biden is calling for a 70% world wide Jab rate. Why? Are we hearing about the

massive die off in backwoods, jungle or island areas? " Biden and his goons should pay a visit to the people of Sentinel Island

and try to have them all forcibly jabbed. They would not manage to advance past the shoreline before the natives would

slaughter them.
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Both parties are in bed with Big Pharma. Both Rep and Dem support this mandate. The Republicans are simply bluong. They are

putting on a show to quell the storm brewing by us so-called right-wing-radicals. They have their tails tucked between their legs. The

mandates will go through and people will be Ired for not getting the jab. Fauci and Gates are the masterminds of this $h!t show! They

failed to convince the world that they should get vaccinated for the xu so they had to create a new "FEAR FACTOR". Then they

Cok-blocked all attempts to come up with a treatment protocol for covid-19.

Now they save the day by taking a failed Sars-Cov-1 vaccine and revamping it into a Covid-19 vaccine. They can't understand why over

half the world refuses to take this shot. We were all supposed to be running scared and begging to get this jab. Since plan "A" failed

they go to plan "B" which is falsifying the genetic sequences to create these so-called "variants" that are supposedly more deadly. Even

that has failed to convince most of us. So, we are at plan “C” now. This is where Biden gets to play the role of the dictator he always

dreamed of being and MANDATE vaccinations! Now you get to see the true colors of your elected oocials. NONE of them will stand up

a say no to Big Pharma. It’s time for a revolution!
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TeacherRay
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It looks like we are singing from the same hymn sheet...

😊
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YES! I hope the mainstream populace wakes up (thanks to the many lawsuits, this bodes  a note of hope!) and realizes that: A)

House arresting The Whole Globe, well people and sick alike, is an unprecedented worldwide power grab B) World Dictatorship

is afoot, with A Government Of BigPharma, by Big Pharma and For BigPharma C) Politicians are grabbing unprecedented power

controls that do not legally or constitutionally belong to them D) If they did this now for the coronavirus, they will do it again for

the next virus. Does that ever occur to people?

E) It is a chintzy, cheapo game to scare the people---worldwide----based on the worst case scenario ICU cases, where even the

CDC's website states that this xu is usually mild, but people of age or with medical vulnerabilities are the ones who develop

severe disease F) "Oh but someone had it who had been perfectly healthy" Yeah, according to the yardstick of mainstream

medical testing, which tests for gross disease but does not Ine comb for wellness. Did those people have silent autoimmune

attack or other silent conditions prior to getting COVID, and then the virus caused their latent condition or conditions, to bloom

out? Did they have inxammation?

Guess what, holistic medicine tests and looks for symptoms of those things, where mainstream doctors say someone is just

perfectly healthy. It's time to "Get with it" that mainstream "medicine" is inadequate, except in deep emergency situations, when

it is excellent. G) All this for genetic modiIcation "vaccines" which originally, were openly stated not to prevent the spread of

disease. Now the statements are revised to say that they "May" prevent disease and that they "may not prevent it for

everybody"....right on the manufacturer's own handouts, posted to the FDAs website!  H) Asmptomatic carriers is a brainwash

invocation. Fauci himself admitted it never drove disease spread. Docs say the immune system has it under control, it CAN"T be

spread! No jab, no job? WTF?
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I will NEVER be Pro Vaccine! Why would anyone, who knows the history of Big Pharma, ever trust them with anything? Why would I

EVER want to be injected with a largely unknown substance - when I'm not sick from anything? In the same way; this covid insanity has

gone on for over a year and a half - soon to be two years. I have not had so much as a sni�e, in all that time  (while taking no

"precautions" and living my life as "normally" as possible); so why would I ever think that injecting SYNTHETIC Spike Protein nanobot

shots into my body, would make me "healthier" than I already am? I am much smarter than that!
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There are way too many people are willingly falling for the DECEPTIONS and LIES and the FEAR-PROMOTING

ENTERTAINMENTS which are repeatedly FLOODING INTO THEIR SENSES and CREATING A SELF HYPNOSIS OF

EXTRAORDINARY MAGNITUDE. Sheep & Cows are more awake than a lot of people I see and know.
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"Sheep & Cows are more awake than a lot of people I see and know." They also seem to be friendlier. There are many university

graduates falling for this PsyOps - hook, line and sinker! I know of a few...so much for the "School of Higher Learning"!
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Tell me about it Randy. I almost wish I had never gone down this road. I had serious doubts about the medical system from the

5th grade on. Here we were in "Health Science" being told if you were diabetic you should eat fruits and vegetables, but little to

no meat or fat, and, over course, no sugar. Then 4 or 5 months later they teach us about carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. She

elaborates on how carbohydrates get converted to sugars. I raised my hand and asked the teacher, "didn't you tell us fruits and

vegetables were the best foods for diabetics and not fat or sugar, but now you say those fruits are carbohydrates and that all

carbohydrates get converted into sugars?"

.........."if carbs get converted to sugar wouldn't carbohydrates raise your blood sugar?" I thought I asked a very intelligent

question for an 11 year old. I was expecting a congratulations! I got scolded. When I continued to pressure her to answer the

question she paddled me. That set the seeds of distrust for not only the medical system but everything government related,

especially the PUBLIC SCHOOLS! The more you research it the more you Igure out it is total corruption from top to bottom.

Bottom line, they only make money if you are sick.
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Jim; it never turns out well; when the student is smarter than the teacher! You know my saying, Jim...Sick People are ProItable

People!
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I like Josh Hawley and Rand Paul, but they are way too wimpy on Fraudci.  Actually almost all of the Democratic representatives need

to be drawn and quartered and many of those on the Repub. side too as well as mass-media. The same goes for all of the other

countries since it's world-wide attempted murder.
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I agree skupe, Rand Paul is great but he has the intelligence, insight and knowledge to hang Fauci from the rafters.  How dare

Fauci address a Senator like that.  Such rudeness and disrespect.  It shows Fauci's absolute arrogance.
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I think Rand Paul has referred Fauci's case to the Dept of Justice. I don't know what else he can do but I hope there are other

ways to neutralize that arrogant liar.
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True Skupe. Democrats do wrong and Rep do nothing but talk. We really have no representation.  Observing Fauci and his

actions, I see him being pushed around as a child and will push back in everything he has and will be allowed to do now. Its

called "Little Mans Disease" and I am sorry for him having it because of the sad life it causes.  Its not just mentally in humans

but animals too that attack others higher up for what ever reason for not letting them be the big boss.
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I agree...lots of huff and puff for sure, but zero accountability
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This man (I object to this word) date is prejudicial in every sense of the word. There is no other deIned word, that I know of, in our

language that can excuse white house staff and postal workers other than prejudice. I still await the many agencies of this

government set in place to uphold the Constitution and protect this country to DO THEIR JOB. If things ever do get righted, I hope the

Irst political act is to dissolve  every one of these agencies or in more humane words FLUSH THE COMMODE.
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This brief Stew Peters segment highlights the ever-present dangers to the populace: "DR PAUL ALEXANDER - FORMER HHS TRUMP

COVID ADVISOR PREDICTS MASS CHILD DEATH.. 21st; Sept;" www.bitchute.com/.../GiHaiavrwc5P  Its clear that "science" has nothing

to do with most decisions being made. Reports from Israel and the UK are astounding. Gibraltar is a mess. Forget boosters, forget

these shots, it appears GREED and AVERICE having pushing the actions taken by US agencies.
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Yes, ROSE, the prediction has a scientiIc basis after the vaccinated are the ones that are registering the most deaths. Nobel

laureate Luc Montagnier has conIrmed that there is no chance of survival for people who have received any form of the

vaccine. In the shocking interview, the world’s leading virologist stated bluntly: “There is no hope and no possible treatment for

those who have already been vaccinated. We must be prepared to cremate the bodies. " The scientiIc genius backed up the

claims of other eminent virologists after studying the ingredients of the vaccine. “They will all die from antibody-dependent

enhancement. That is all that can be said." coe-llc.com/.../covid-vaccinated-people-within-2-years  ~

www.brighteon.com/52ba56a1-ee4c-4e16-9587-7095fc052f9c  

Since the beginning of the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic, children's hospitals across the country have seen a terrifying increase

in the number of children seeking mental health services. Children's mental health has deteriorated during the pandemic due to

repressive closures. Many children have to deal with lockdown fever as schools are closed and they are kept away from friends

and outdoor activities that bring them joy. At the University of East Carolina in Greenville, North Carolina, from June 2020 to late

spring this year, an average of Ive children were admitted to the university medical school hospital each week. They were

admitted for overdoses of different medications, including acetaminophen, Ritalin, antidepressants and even opiates. Before

the pandemic, the university hospital only cared for Ive children per month. www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.08.15.21262087v1.full
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Hi Gui, Just think what could occur when they ever decide on "booster" shots, leaving the unvaxxed and double-vaxxed at

serious risk for viral escape, or shedding or whatever you want to call it, AND the triple vaxxed walking around with seriously

suppressed immune systems. How "they" can even justify this is beyond comprehension, all these "experts" and govt employees

of HHS and CDC should be examined by the DOJ, placed under a microscope, as liars and deceivers. Then dissect the CDC's

vaccine program, as it appears all shots have been a deceptive farce, backIring dangerously and simply a money pit for the last

60 years. Then look closely at the Ield of virology and immunology, as it is stuck in a 1970's thought process for some unknown

and invisible reason...oh that's right, its funding is under control of Dr. Darth Fauci.
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Before digging deep into this article, my heart is crushed.  My husband's coworker (on ventilator 3 weeks now) died last night.   I'm

pretty sure the whole 'YOU'VE GOT TO GET VACCINATED' argument is going to be ramped up - again.  I'm so sad. I'm sad because we

know the therapies that could have saved him - but they aren't allowed to use those therapies.  It's murder, but how do you explain

that?  I don't know all his comorbidities, but obesity was one. Heavy heart.  Wife and 5 year old daughter will be without him.  How do

you discuss vaccines and mandates and WRONG THERAPIES when people are reeling, when they are injured, when they are helpless

and think the virus kills randomly because they get no further information on the subject due to censorship?

I knew when I was told his lung collapsed over the weekend, that this wasn't going to turn out good.  He fought sepsis all last week.

 Sepsis = infection, another comorbidity.  I am not a doctor, but we know that is a BAD sign.   It's also a bad sign that Israel needs to

inject a fourth booster, is anyone talking about this?  How about we have some real conversations on what THE CENSORED DOCTORS
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inject a fourth booster, is anyone talking about this?  How about we have some real conversations on what THE CENSORED DOCTORS

KNOW!!!!
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Very sad, Tracy, we know of prevention measures, measures to apply at the beginning of Covid-19, we know that the vaccinated

transmit the disease by the virus and probably the Spike protein, we know that the vaccinated have been deceived and suffer

serious negative effects and deaths, in addition to long-term effects of chronic and degenerative diseases, we know that natural

immunity is the solution to this false pandemic, we know that in young people and children the "vaccine" is a criminal act, but

Fauci and Biden, want apply the poison in at least 3 three doses.

Dr. Anthony Fauci recently defended the Biden Administration's recommendation to receive booster shots of the COVID-19

vaccine, saying that three doses of an mRNA vaccine could be the standard for a full vaccination. “I would not at all be surprised

that the adequate, full regimen for vaccination will likely be three doses,” he said during a brieIng of the White House

coronavirus response team. However, he did say that regulators will have to make that determination. Fauci presented Israeli

data showing the waning immunity to the virus after about eight months. This, he said, supported the rationale for the necessity

of getting booster shots. news.yahoo.com/fauci-defends-covid-boosters-says-three-shots-will-like..  

Yesterday's article by Dr. Mercola tells us the truth about Israel. PIzer’s shot went from a 95% effectiveness in December 2020

to 39% by late July when the Delta strain became predominant in Israel. In response to obvious vaccine failure, Israel started

giving out third boosters at the end of July 2021. Vaccine failure is also evident in Israeli data showing fully vaccinated are at

higher risk of severe illness when infected with SARS-CoV-2 or any of its variants than unvaccinated, and now make up the bulk

of COVID-related hospitalizations and deaths
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Yes, Gui - why aren't we studying the data out of Israel much closer here in the US as PIzer and Moderna (along side the 3rd

place winner, J&J) are the 2 main ones being given here.   If they give those people a 4th booster, what in the world is going to

happen?  At what point are they going to start bombing to cover up what they did?  It's so bad and the irony is not lost on us.  I

just can't...
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Why are young people being vaccinated and do they want to vaccinate children, when the risks are minimal, and of course,

much lower than those caused by biological weapons called vaccines? Why are they not tested for natural immunity? which is

the only long-term immunity and without any risk. Estimates come from the UK Ooce for National Statistics (ONS), which

performed blood tests on people aged 16-24 in the country's four major political subdivisions - Scotland, Wales, England and

Northern Ireland, almost Nine out of 10 people in the UK between the ages of 16 and 24 already have antibodies to protect

themselves against the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19).

According to estimates, 86.9 percent of young people in Wales have COVID-19 antibodies. In Northern Ireland, the Igure is 87.2

per cent. In Scotland and England, this number increases slightly to 88.7 percent. They have been infected by COVID-19 and

have recovered from it. The ONS also performed blood tests on other age demographic groups. The government agency also

found that artiIcial antibody levels among the oldest age groups who were the Irst to get vaccinated in December 2020 were

falling very rapidly. Natural immunity is much higher in level and in time and with an almost zero risk among young people

except for serious previous pathologies, www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9997271/Almost-90-16-24-year-olds-Cov..
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GUI…yet the article attributes the antibody increase to the vaccine.
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Ventilators kill. Those in the know don't ask to be put on one. Despite what morons on TV say. "If you use a fake vaxx pass don't

ask to be put on a real ventilator." Agreed. I prefer to stay alive. Jimmy Kimmel is stupid. We 150,000,000+ survivors really

infuriate his kind. 97% never need medical care. 99.7% recover completely. I did.
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NaplesDan, it looks to me like the answer to that might be because it’s just recently been opened up to children.  This is what I

gathered from the article?
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LOvestosing, OHHH!!! We are so sorry to hear about this!!!! <<< Big hugs>>>>  you are not alone!!! There is a new star shining in

heaven  Our thoughts are with you With warm best wishes,  "Mirandola"
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lovestosing.  - with all the tumult in your life, have you been paying any attention to Dr Brian Ardis's campaign to get the word

out on how use of Remdesivir is killing people in US hospitals? I posted several links recently, here's another one: DR. BRIAN

ARDIS - "HOW FAUCI THE NIH AND YOUR LOCAL HOSPITAL ARE DEPOPULATING THE PLANET BY PROTOCOLS" -

www.bitchute.com/.../obUcZpi3Bt1b
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lovestosing- They have been giving the vaccine to 18 to 24 year old since June.  I think the timeline looks a little bit Ishy, but I

would have to see data on this cohort actually got the vaccine, %’s vaccinated by day etc.
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NaplesDan, also antibodies for the contagion by coronavirus, which is what the population has been in contact for the longest.

The minors are the least vaccinated. Another study from india: The latest serology survey conducted by the Indian Council for

Medical Research (ICMR) found that at least two out of three people in India have coronavirus (COVID-19) antibodies, or natural

immunity, against the disease. Released on Tuesday, July 20, the survey called the seroprevalence study included 36,227 people

from 70 districts in 21 Indian states. It found that 62 percent of unvaccinated Indians have antibodies, indicating past exposure

to the virus. Overall, 67.6 percent of Indians have antibodies, either acquired in the vaccination campaign or in past infections.

www.ft.com/.../2f6c0907-a556-414a-920c-88c8ce482ed1
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In a few years the vaxxed will be wandering around, unable to think or function and will have so many chronic conditions they'll wish

they were dead...and in time they will be.
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It is truly sad, but people with mushy brains will be easy to control.
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This what the Agenda21 is all about. It's about intentionally created virus which should be not too aggressive, but to cause

millions of deaths. Although at least 50% of reported deaths have nothing to do with Covid. It's all about lying to public. All US

"allies" are lying to media and lying to public. All of the western world is a rotten poisoned culture controlled today by crime

cartels like PIzer, Moderna, Google, FB...etc. Not all of these poor souls will be affected by their immune "boosters". Those with

still clear minds will know what to do to keep themselves as healthy as possible. Modifying DNA is A Crime. To go against The

Creator is A Crime. Everything will end up in Nuremberg Court of Justice sooner or later. It might take 5...10...15 years..
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Not all the vaxxed, but many have acted so horribly I won't care if that happens to them. More dead or disabled might help us.

They are a threat after all. Violent and insane--even before the jab. Brainwashed morons. I say succumbing to the psy opp was

100% a choice. No one forced the fools to watch their idiot box all day. Their fault if they Inally, actually die. They've been

squealing about "Death by Covid" for nearly two years now. Impervious to facts, logic, or their own senses--when their senses

conxict with the lies on the boob tube. Their stupidity is entirely a choice.
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Reminder: let's try not to be arrogant, there's way too much of this on both sides of the fence with people acting superior to

others solely based on their vax status. Let's not forget that there's plenty of unhealthy, nonvaxxed people around who are

deInitely not destined to live to see 100yrs and will have their fair share of chronic illnesses. I do believe no matter what a

person decides, to vax or not, the effort we make to ensure a healthy lifestyle will ultimately be a deciding factor for us all. But

of course there's no immunity to death, no one lives forever. So why waste time pointing Ingers when our last hour on earth

could be right around the corner, coming from something sudden and completely unrelated to covid and the vax?
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Sue275 well said! Applause!!!!
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Sometimes an objective commentator can hit the nail on the head. --- Prague newspaper quote hits the nail on the head. "The danger

to America is not Joe Biden, but a citizenry capable of entrusting a man like him with the Presidency. It will be far easier to limit and

undo the follies of a Biden presidency than to restore the necessary common sense and good judgment to a depraved electorate

willing to have such a man for their president. The problem is much deeper and far more serious than Mr. Biden, who is a mere

symptom of what ails America. Blaming the prince of the fools should not blind anyone to the vast confederacy of fools that made him

their prince. The Republic can survive a Biden, who is, after all, merely a fool. It is less likely to survive a multitude of fools, such as

those who made him their president." Yep.  Truer each and every day.
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They cannot publish this stuff in the US; just like they cannot personally indict a sitting president. However, if you want to

believe whispers about Biden's mental condition from secret service agents, these are alarming,
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He was not elected
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The citrizens of Prague have a little more experience with this sort of thing, including sham elections.  How the roles have

reversed!
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The shots are not experimental. mRNA shots were invented in the Soviet Union in the early 1980s:

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/08/no_author/mrna-vaccines-the-silent-weapon/  The objective of the shots is twofold: population

control and genocide. "Only" 5-25% of the Kill Shots contain mRNA, but graphene oxide is in all of them, plus in the muzzles (that

contain another two carcinogens), in the fraudulent tests, and probably in chemtrails and other things: https://grapheneos.org  

I am so sick of the monsters calling 5G damage CV, the genetic manipulation in the injections "therapy," or even "vaccines"... Of course,

as in Wuhan, air pollution can also create "CV symptoms," releasing the polluters from liability, just like the manufacturers of the shots

are exempt (which alone should have been a yuuuge red xag for everyone). The pseudo-medical establishment has been used for

inventing illnesses caused by environmental poisons. The "cure" is that is causing the illness. The same people who create the crisis

are the one who are supposed to Ix it, proIting on both ends. For analogies, consider the War on Drugs and the War on Terror. This

time, the goal is control and genocide and it looks like most people swallow the lies (including the existence of a killer virus), hook,

line, and sinker.
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Hi, The vid I posted 6 days ago has over 9 hundred thousand views.....WOW,  it has gone viral. www.bitchute.com/.../gigUyK3yLtMU
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And this guy has been banned from social media and lost his undertaker license. How close over the target do you think he was

hovering?
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rrealrose-did not know that.  Not surprising though.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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Methinks he's zeroed right in.  In times of universal deceit...
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Linda N
Joined On 1/23/2007 1:50:32 PM
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"Since the publication of my latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” which became an instant best seller on Amazon.com, there’s

been a signiIcant increase in calls for censorship and ruthless attacks against me. Most recently, so-called “progressive” U.S. Sen.

Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., in an outrageous, slanderous and basically unconstitutional attempt to suppress free speech, sent a letter

to Amazon, demanding an “immediate review” of their algorithms to weed out books peddling “COVID misinformation.” Warren

speciIcally singled out “The Truth About COVID-19” as a prime example of “highly ranked and favorably tagged books based on

falsehoods about COVID-19 vaccines and cures” that she wants to see banned from sale." Too late in my case.  I ordered the Kindle

version of the book, and then turned right around a short while later, and ordered the physical copy as well.  I knew censorship was

coming right around the corner.
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balhawk
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About as progressive as Hitler
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Draker7
Joined On 9/2/2021 12:24:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is still a control group.  It's the unvaccinated. That's why they will stop at nothing to jab everyone.
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have never tried to force anyone to get treatment for AIDS/HIV, Hepatitis, measles, chicken pox, pneumonia, the xu. All these

things are contagious and deadly. Yet xog enough fear porn, and people will behave like lemmings and do what they are told, without

question.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People are as  dumb as a sack of rocks
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you’re still playing in this game you’re as brain-dead as Biden is.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Simple, beneIcial  help for children's immune systems.  So down to earth, so Natural, and yet so incredibly effective in every way:

www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/daycares-in-Inland-built-their-own-..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks NW. An excellent idea to stimulate the immune system and also not lack vitamin D. The terrible thing is to think that

children have been locked in their homes for lack of air and sun in the middle of nature. In addition to the serious danger to

mental and physical health of the terrible masks. Overall, the risk of children of all ages contracting COVID-19, Dr Mercola

reported, is so small A study published on July 7, 2021, which looked at deaths in children in the UK during the Irst 12 months

of the pandemic, found that 99.995% of children diagnosed with COVID-19 survived. It turns out that all the children who died

suffered from pre-existing diseases, such as cancer. In general, children appear to have a natural immunity to COVID-19 and are

also not signiIcant vectors of transmission. Therefore, there is really no need to impose draconian COVID restrictions on

children out of fear for their safety or that of others, let alone a vaccine that will have consequences for their health throughout

their lives.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Paul Saladino talks about this phenomenon profusely in his podcasts, and in fact spends a lot of time in Costa Rico on the

beach to improve his health and well being.  Wet sand, sea water and sunshine is a magic elixir infusing the body with massive

amounts of electrons.  Jack Kruse has written extensively about this.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you very much Gui.   Your post expresses the situation perfectly.  

Thanks NaplesDan.  Great advice to boost the immune system and renew the spirit!
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ghKnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe the entire country is exempt. We all carry the mail from the post box into the address of its destination. We also redirect mail

placed into the box incorrectly. Hence we are in fact part of the postal system taking the place of the carrier who used to walk door to

door and slide it into the door mail slot or into the box on the address. I wonder if I can get all my back pay.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden may be biting off more than he can chew. Man I hope so. And the best part would be no one in sight to do the "Heimlich"

maneuver.  Wake up calls for Hunter Bidens daddy would be a thing of the past. Sleepy Joe's gotta go!
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, those sweet, sweet promises during the time of national elections. Has anything really changed at all??? No surprise here. For

what's it worth, and for those advocate Filipino readers here of Dr. Mercola, election time is just around the corner here in the

Philippines, and one individual running for a vice-presidential candidate position who is a (mainstream) doctor and a YouTube vlogger

at the same time, is also an advocate of the return of DEATH PENALTY here in the country during his 2016 election campaign in which

he ran for a senatorial position and lost (serves him right). Quite ironic for a doctor who "saves" lives and at the same time advocates

for a death penalty law?! And if it isn't that enough, he (together with his wife who is also a doctor) also brush shoulders with the

comrades of the administration party which is also an anti-life advocate with countless human rights violations during their so-called

"war on drugs." Go Igure. Birds of a feather... you'll get the idea.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this where they say to shoot people if they even look like they're on drugs?  Now that's a way to make people "just say no"
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Biden admin has clearly overstepped its authority and this opens the gates for all sorts of pushback techniques. So, in a sense,

this tyrannical mandate is a good thing. It has awakened a lot of people.
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Today Biden is president and Fauci is in charge of our lives. Regardless of how they outsmarted us, the point is, they did, so

what will keep them from doing the same thing at the next election?  I see nothing happening to keep it from happening again

but dislike of what they have done and continuing to do so why not do it again should be their motto.  The Democrats openly

push the Republicans around but all I see in return is threatening but no action on our part or our representatives.  Anyone

observing this from a prospective basis would quickly come to the conclusion that both parties are holding hands in mutual

agreement and just putting on a show for our beneIt.  Like Senator John Kennedy says, "The American citizen don't trust us",

meaning the government and he is right.  We must see something really happening to start believing again and not just talk and

threats.  So far watching the debates is like laughing while watching the old Amos and Andy TV show.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As if we ants can do squat. More bugs for Them to step on. That's all.
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garagekey
Joined On 8/18/2014 2:11:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fox is pandering and proIteering with a "News" veneer.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fox is as bad as the rest. Big Pharma owns it too.
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Reagon
Joined On 9/12/2021 9:32:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

biden is not the president, it was stolen....biden is an imposter....not a president....why should anyone listen to this fake president....he

belongs behind bars, not sitting in the White House....
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who's more stupid, the thief that just walks right in or the ones leaving the doors unlocked?  We know where he belongs but who

will put him there?  He keeps saying things and doing things that we get all excited about while in reality its and old trick to get

everyone looking left while he really goes right.  He's a great magician!
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even if a legitimately-elected POTUS issued such diktats, neither s/he nor they should be obeyed.
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watch and share www.bitchute.com/.../94OEMQT31gp2
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I'm so glad I stopped to watch this.  Thanks!
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM
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WOW, thanks for the video... lots of info....but this piece stuck out ~~ that AIDS was bioengineered in a lab... to kill

homosexuals... of course... just like this one... to kill old fat people. And this video proves that Covid has been isolated, but kept

secret.... as it has Fauci's Ingerprints all over it.
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00, The scam was that HIV = AIDS, and it was not true. The AZT drug cocktail as developed under Dr Fauci, ripped apart the

bodies of people who were already immune compromised. Most died within 2 years. And apparently no one thought to check

this out until 15 years later...
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skweiler
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The purpose of government is to beneIt EVERY INDIVIDUAL'S temporal welfare directly, and spiritual welfare indirectly. Under NO

CIRCUMSTANCES can the government commit injustice against it's citizens. Coercing any person into subjecting himself to any

purported medical treatment - even if it has been "approved" - is WRONG. Compulsory vaccination is unjust even at the state level. As

of September 9th, 2021 President Biden clearly became a tyrant, and he ought to be removed from ooce - by force if necessary.

Formally, he has no authority to take the action that he has because there isn't any power given in the Constitution. Given the above he

wouldn't have any authority even if it was explicitly "granted" in a constitution. No government or rational individual has any right to do

wrong.
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What to do when he is being supported by the super powers of Bill Fn Gates which means he's also being supported by the WHO

and God knows who else.  He's either being paid or threatened, but his reign will be mud in the face of every American who got

this experimental vaccine and, therefor, the short and long term side effects from it.  He'll just say, "But Fauci told me to."  And

then Fauci will say, "But Bill Gates paid me to."  And then Bill Gates will say, "I thought it would save millions of lives, so I ordered

a bunch of them."
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Lovestosing6, how many of the brainwashed will be dismayed or shocked once Klaus Schwab, Soros, and Gates oocially

declare them their slaves and conIscate all they own? Will they even care? They've been so complacent for a year and a half.

Only getting upset at those not obeying the "pandemic mandates." If we could form strongholds/intentional communities to hide

in, I'd just let them become enslaved. Not as though they'll mind it. They hate freedom. Too dangerous. It's hopeless trying to

save civilization. Let the wrongheaded fools run over the cliff. We are powerless to stop them and they get dangerous if we try.
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Rensmith- it probably wouldn’t shock you, but I was just at a conference and we ‘went there’ regarding WEF and Schwab- the guy

literally said, “Look, this is like Spanish Flu, our country will recover, but you can’t listen to all that other stuff.” WHAT? First off,

this is nothing like Spanish Flu, except that it too came out of a lab… we didn’t inoculate the whole world for it with something

experimental. “Look,” he said, “I’m a doctor’s son and I will be getting the boosters and the xu shot.” So about that time I knew I

needed to leave, especially since he obviously knew way more than me, being a doctor’s kid and all. I did inform him about

PIzer and their covid/xu shot coming out.  Then I wished him luck. Truth is, I’m not sure we are going to recover.  I enjoy talking,

and I enjoy listening, but when someone has held onto something and it’s rooted, there’s no getting it out, especially when their

hold foundation depends on it.  Yuck
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Beentheredonethat2
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The governments don't look at the people as Citizens...only subjects to manipulate, control and even kill if their agenda directs.

Way past time to correct this crap, in my opinion.
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From what I have found recently, we have all been misled to believe the Fed Govt has magical powers over the states.

Mainstream media focuses primarily on what the FEDS are doing, for the ratings, whereas the actual power is in the states and

local govts. In fact, US states are ceding power to the Federal Govt. State AG's (Attorney Generals) are the balance to any

overreach of federal power. See my posting somewhere above, with the letter 24 AG's sent to President Biden...please do not

allow yourself to be led down that primrose path laid out by Big Pharma's media outlets.
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It's very simple. constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-14  The 14th amendment prohibits government over reach. "No State

shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any

State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the

equal protection of the laws." This means that:

~The President can Not grab unilateral dictatorship powers  ~The Constitution can NOT be suspended and put on hold...for any

reason, even for legitimate emergencies, let alone for bluffed pandemic "emergencies" based on overbloated death and

contagion Igures.  ~The equal protection clause is very important here, for vaxxed and unvaxxed alike. The reason why powers

that be literally get away with murder, is because the citizens do not invoke the law. Put down your guns, pick up your peaceful

pens, and write! Blog, contact powers that be while quoting the law. Memorize the bill of rights. Invoke it. The powers that be,

respect people who know the law.
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skweiler, You said, "The purpose of government is to beneIt EVERY INDIVIDUAL'S temporal welfare directly, and spiritual welfare

indirectly." Where, exactly, does the US Constitution declare that?? The General Welfare (GW) clause of the Constitution was

intended to refer to the general well-being of the people resulting from the government's respecting and guarding their

legitimate individual rights. The clause has been turned on its head ever since to mistakenly mean that the government is

everyone's caretaker and provider from cradle to grave, providing them every type of welfare scheme, funded at the citizen's

forced expense via tax-theft (legalized theft, but theft nonetheless), and providing them with "spiritual welfare" by promoting

and endorsing religious faith. Apparently, it is the modern misinterpretation of the GW that you have been fed, and to which you

uncritically, unthinkingly subscribe, and advocate.
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aurthur - about 1-1/2 hrs long, a former Florida prosecutor reviews the basis of the US Constitution and Bill of Rights, in a

manner we can all follow, and explains how we have mostly been misled as to where the seat of power is in our limited

democracy. Here ya go! www.bitchute.com/.../GdlkQYHrc5Dv  - well worth the time to listen!
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arthur, The government is the institution that is turned to to ensure justice. It should be the last resort. I am not sure that you

understand what I mean. The evil, utilitarian idea of "the greater good" would permit some injustice to be done to some if

somehow it could be believed to increase the overall happiness. The idea of forced vaccinations is an example of this.  Welfare

may be necessary at times, but, typically, it shouldn't be. I have a great deal of experience with how things ACTUALLY work.

Employers want the ability to immorally deny employment to those who need it, and then blame those who are unemployed -

and take unemployment while attempting to obtain a job - for being lazy, "thieves." Talk about ACTUAL victim blaming.

What would happen if a parent or guardian decided to abandon his children by locking them out of his house, and refuse to feed

or otherwise take care of them? That is probably a crime everywhere. An employer isn't exactly a parent, but he MUST provide

those who need to work for pay, a position if there is work that can be done for him, and ultimately for his customers. You

appear to be a libertarian. Taxation is not theft unless it is excessive. The fact that businesses can deduct some of their

expenditures while individuals can't is unjust. If anything, it is the individuals who should be helped more.
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To be honest ... I do not see Biden as cause or blame if any of this . He is a parrot , a Igure head of those that actually run Amerika . He

is a fumbling , bumbling Bafoon .    To blame Biden for Afghanistan or for mandates would be akin to blaming Mother Earth or the Lord

 for our crazy weather , when we know the weather has been manipulated for a century and under full control for decades .     What (is)

happening is a travesty .     The time to unite is now .     Not a one world order .      But a one tribe mentality .     Where we all know that

we are the collective of creation . Our thoughts and actions create this world . The time to heal the world is now .
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Are you kidding? Biden is a monster along with the rest of the elites and big pharma
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mikez, You said, "The time to unite is now .    Not a one world order .     But a one tribe mentality .    Where we all know that we

are the collective of creation ." Collectivism in any expression, including yours, is pernicious to individual autonomy and liberty.

Quit advocating for The Borg, and educate yourself about legitimate individual rights (self-ownership; personal liberty; privacy;

peacefully-acquired property of any type and quantity; self-defense; the owning and bearing of any type and quantity of Irearms

and other weapons; freedom of speech; freedom of conscience; freedom of association; freedom of non-association, including

peaceful discrimination for any reason whatsoever; and freedom of contract and trade) which are legitimate due to their source

not in any collective xoating abstraction (one world; tribe; "the People", etc.), but in the exclusively human faculties of reason

and volition, which essentially deIne our nature as human beings, and are the result of a fully natural--not supernatural--process

of human evolution.
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No, Fox is not owned by "Pharma". It is owned by the Murdoch family via a family trust with 39.6% ownership share; Rupert Murdoch is

chairman, while his son Lachlan Murdoch is executive chairman and CEO. ...Fox Corporation. Murdoch is a ruthless proIteer who

makes money on scandal sheets and scurrilous gossip. if you see his name you can know that you're not looking at a reliable news

source but at a means to an end; proIteering
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Here's what I can't Ind answers too: 1) what qualiIes as 100 or more employees? Is that per facility/location or does that pertain to

the entire corporation? 2) How do franchises It into these? Most franchises are bought for with private dollars and managed privately.

So is a McDonald's franchise owner with less than 100 employees exempt from this mandate? 3) Do people that work from home for a

larger corporation have to get the jab? So, if you're a telemarketing sales person working from home for a company like DialAmerica

that employees over 5,000 people, do you have to get the jab? 4) What if you are the spouse of someone who has to get the jab, do you

have to get the jab? 5) What if you are a temporary contract employee working for a company that employs over 100 people? 6) What

if you are a doctor with a private practice with fewer than 100 employees, but you see over 100 patients a week? 7) What if you are a

Mom-N-Pop restaurant owner with fewer than 100 employees, but your restaurant has a 150+ seating capacity? 8) What if you are a

telemedicine doctor, and work from home, but your employer is someone like Baptist Hospital that employs millions of people? 9)

What if you are a car salesman that works solely for commission, but the dealership you work for is a FORD dealership? Do you fall

under the dealerships employment, are you self-employed, or are you counted as a Ford employee? 10) What if you are a University

Research Scientist with fewer than 10 students/interns/post-docs and you only have a salary if you get NIH GRANTS? Technically, you

are self-employed. No grants=no pay/job. Does this person have to get the jab?  The University gets half of the grant money and they

manage the salary with the other half of the grant. If you decide to leave for another University you take that grant money with you to

the new University. I really want clariIcation so I can start strategizing on how to get around the system.
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Overthinking this. 100 or more employees is a classiIcation of employers used by HHS and the IRS. Small franchisees most

likely not involved but you will need to read the "edit of Biden"
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The biggest joke of all is OSHA managing this entire operation. Are the Demorats going to increase the size of OSHA by like

500%? What about bankruptcy protection? Can't large corporations just Ile chapter 11? Then there's the even bigger

corporations. Can't they just CLOSE UP SHOP and move to Mexico?? Will we allow employers in Mexico with more than 100

people employed export to the USA? What if all the big employers Ind safe haven in another country? Rather than negotiate a

nice tax cut you just negotiate NO VACCINE requirements? Joe Biden really is the Village Idiot! This is going to backIre worse

than Bill Clinton's Health Insurance policies for employers with more than 50 employees back in the 90's. Between that and

NAFTA, there was a MASS exit of manufacturing from the USA to other countries. Small mom-n-pop manufactures just Ired

everyone, sold everything, and retired.
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Real, that's kind of my point. So a franchise owner that employees maybe 50 people, but directly or indirectly comes in contact

with more than 1000 people a day is exempt from the vaccine, but a telemarketer that works from home, but gets their

paycheck from DialAmerica that employs over 5000 people has to get vaccinated.  It makes no freaking sense. Like everything

that has come out of this administration.
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quick clip from Doctor

strongandfreecanada.org/vlog/a-succinct-summary-of-covid-tyranny-by-dr..
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Just prior to reading this newsletter, I read one by Dr. Andrew Weil.  He spoke of the protection of Vit D for Ighting covid.  It is perfectly

clear that despite the info about protective Vit D, there is no money to be made...no patent to occur.  How simple would it be to

recommend Vit D to strengthen our immunity against  covid and other illnesses?  It seems one stands a chance of surviving.  Fauci

says he takes Vit D daily, but I have never heard him recommend it.  With regards to mandates for the vaccine, I foresee many people

opting out of their jobs..and possibly overwhelming the courts with lawsuits.  This is NOT my America where we always had a right to

choose.  Hoping some smart lawyer Inds the be-all end-all loophole to tell Biden...'in your face' with your mandates.
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I heard him say he takes 8000 iu per day.
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TeacherRay
Joined On 2/26/2021 12:48:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As much as I appreciate your comments, I have to say that you're missing a very important point: you cannot reason with THEM !!!

They have an agenda and must stick to it...Know the outcome and you see the journey ! It's obvious.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 8:01:32 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just follow the money........

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 10:18:20 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TeacherRay, I have seen it, that the powers that be respect people who know the law and invoke it. Yes, follow the money but

also, follow the ignorance. Educate, invoke. That's the key. And I am talking about with the  powers that be, not just with the

general populace.
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meehan2661
Joined On 1/12/2011 10:08:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may have seen this already. Put together what Dr Martin put out previously, this was all planned. For me , regular people just can’t

comprehend that people can be this evil. Even watching this unfold, it is still hard to believe. I read a few sites every morning.

Yesterday every article on lewrockwell was COVID related.

rumble.com/vmq5gu-xashback-dec-2009-jesse-ventura-vaccines-and-depopu..
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With all Martin has exposed as have others known for decades one would think there would be accountability, yet there is zero

accountability. The #1 issue is zero accountability. Until it changes...nothing does. There is a reason why Fauci, Collins Gates,

Biden and the rest seem more and more emboldened...they know they are untouchable.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 8:01:25 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodiebrock, all the power and wealth in the world is at their disposal. We can run around screaming in the streets but it

changes nothing. Breaking off from the brainwashed idiots and trying to live underground (Iguratively) is our only hope for

survival. They can still send troops after us. But we can outwit them by ditching their technology and communicating in ways

they don't control. Prepare for guerilla warfare against the soft, weak, effeminate army of doughy soyboys/non binaries Biden

created and will send. Enough places willing to do this will spread the forces thin and decimate them more than the jab.

Secure a local food supply. Don't bother sending any to our enemy blue states. The vaxx pass is a great excuse. Let's quit

sending any food to our demo-commy foes before Biden issues one for interstate travel. Two can play that game. They will

suffer food shortages before we will. And why waste valuable resources on a Demoncrap? Let them get their own food

supply--or die of starvation. This is all their fault. They wanted a Hell-on-earth dystopia. Sadly our only hope is for tens of

millions of them to die in the near future. Then we might have a chance to take down the elitists.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 8:22:10 AM
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rensmith…the Blue states can easily live off what they produce plus imports from Canada, Mexico, and other countries, with the

caveat that truckers would cooperate.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 11:18:32 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh right. Detroit has its car factories. Chicago also enjoys a thriving manufacturing industry. Just like New England. California

has a thriving tourism industry. Washington and Oregon grow plenty of beef. No wonder the coastal states are known as the

American Bread Basket. The Blue Cities are also Illed with thriving local businesses. Thanks to policies of those leftist

governors and mayors. Yep. They don't need extra tax dollars. Those cities are thriving. Never looked so prosperous as they do

in 2021. Lucky for them so many truckers vote Democrat and will be happy to follow Biden's mandate too. Lol

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 1:17:00 PM
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pam9582
Joined On 3/15/2018 7:11:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fisher's statement that states may mandate a few or many vaccines, with or without exemptions is in error. Religious and disability

exemptions always apply per the Civil Rights Act and state anti discrimination laws. Also, the 14th amendment due process and equal

protection of the law clauses apply to states. Due process requires notice and hearing, the right to be heard. Mandates are not due

process. Individuals sacriIced for the greater good are denied equal protection of the law. The Constitution doesn't give us rights, it

recognizes them. It's up to us to understand this and assert our rights. Can Biden mandate employers to mandate their employees?

No. The government cannot require others to do something government is prohibited from doing. This whole thing is bluff and bluster.

Don't be taken in by it.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dangers of Booster Shots and COVID-19 ‘Vaccines’: Boosting Blood Clots and Leaky Vessels. New discoveries in the immunology of

SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 vaccines. What happens inside your body after injection with gene-based COVID-19 vaccines? How does

this new ‘vaccination’ technology differ from usual vaccination methods, and why is that dangerous? In this document, we answer all

those questions and more, based on the latest and best available science. We explain how several papers in 2021 signiIcantly

advanced our understanding of SARS-CoV-2 immunity, and therefore the science and safety of COVID-19 vaccines.

Unfortunately, as the COVID-19 vaccination programme has followed a policy of ‘vaccinate Irst – research later’, our understanding of

SARS-CoV-2 immunity has only recently caught up with the rushed vaccination schedule. Given that no clinical trials involved more

than two injections of any vaccine, it is important that doctors and patients understand where the latest science leaves us in terms of

how the vaccines interact with the immune system, and the implications for booster shots.

We explain here that booster shots are uniquely dangerous, in a way that is unprecedented in the history of vaccines. That is because

repeatedly boosting the immune response will repeatedly boost the intensity of self-to-self attack. Please take the time to read this

important information, and share. The Indings are presented in summary form for those who would like an overview, followed by an

explanation of the underlying immunology for those who wish to understand in more detail.

doctors4covidethics.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Vaccine-immune-inte..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for this.  I almost fell out of my chair yesterday listening to Kim Iverson talk about a 4th booster in Israel.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank RichardNoakes.  Two very interesting Dr. Mercola reports. MIGHT COVID INJECTIONS REDUCE LIFESPAN?

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/joseph-mercola/might-covid-injections-redu..  THE MANY WAYS IN WHICH COVID VACCINES

MAY HARM YOUR HEALTH. www.lewrockwell.com/2021/05/joseph-mercola/the-many-ways-in-which-covi..
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HRearden
Joined On 9/22/2021 4:36:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A very good summary of the situation surrounding the vaccines:

www.juliusruechel.com/2021/09/the-snake-oil-salesmen-and-covid-zero.ht..
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mik5483
Joined On 7/24/2021 7:31:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Having read this book, I would not take the vaccine!!! Having been already jabbed, I will now seek Ivermectin ! MPR in Cedarburg, WI.
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Tionico
Joined On 7/14/2017 6:05:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Completely ignored is the VERY foundational truth that all LAWS can ONLY be duly enactd  by the actions of the legislative ranch of

government. Biden did NOT get this from the Congress. thus it has NO effect, is null, void, and of NO effct. Same with any other such

mandate or regulation initiated at state or local level by councils, administrative law actions, etc. as NONE are enacted into law by the

LEGISLATIVE BODIES elected by and accountable to THE PEOPLE.  Biden can no more dictate to me what I will/will not put into my

body than my dog can dictate to me what WE are having for supper tomorrow night. He is in clear violation of his sworn oath of ooce.

That constitutes felony perjury. WHO will hold him to account for his perjury and treason?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unless the words (laws) are enforced and those responsible for the friend and crimes are held to account its all simply talk talk

talk. Not sure about you, but I'm not seeing much if any accountability or the laws you mention actually being enforced.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fraud
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

READ the letter I posted a link above, to a USNews article, embedded is the letter to Biden as drafted by (24) state's AG's

Attorney Generals, sent to President Biden this September.
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somplsboy
Joined On 12/6/2020 7:51:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Straya has descended into a totalitarian dystopia and how the police have been instructed to behave is both sickening and terrifying!

I'm a native Minnesotan and not that long ago, one could admire the nation. Not anymore! Vested interests (shareholders from OC)

have the politicians in their pocket and will stop at nothing to ensure the lucrative mining, banking /housing complex is protected.

Immigration is on hold currently (due to covid) but for 25 years, Straya had the highest immigration in the OECD. The fabled economy

is nothing but a ponzi and the benefactors on top will use all force to ensure their interests are protected. Be prepared as Straya is the

'test' country for what's being implemented under the great reset.

Have a look at this! Wasn't that long ago that the police only carried batons!

State sanctioned brutality!

twitter.com/_Dee_1982/status/1440715488821055489?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7..
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Collimator
Joined On 12/27/2020 3:00:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course, as many have stated, it's critical for everyone to stand on principle as much as possible. But here's one little legal angle I've

not heard mentioned: the scam promoters sling the word "vaccine" around loosely (consistent with how language has been perverted

during the whole criminal operation), when in fact there are NO purported medical treatments available in the U.S. which meet the

legal and medical deInitions of that word; instead, they are 'genetic modiIcation treatments' (and not 'therapies' because that word

implies some beneIcial effect on helping to ameliorate a pre-existing health problem; also 'treatments' because there are often so

many negative consequences).   Therefore any entity attempting to coerce someone into obtaining such treatment is proposing an

impossible contract: if it's impossible to obtain a treatment which genuinely meets the applicable deInitions of the word "vaccine,"

then it's impossible to fulIll. One cannot legally be expected to fulIll a contract which is impossible to carry out. Lawyers, am I

mistaken?
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website_reader
Joined On 7/30/2020 3:55:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know that the Republican governors can have a strong emotional reaction and be joined by the populace with their discontent, but I

ask everyone to look at the National Emergency Powers Act, and focus on the sections which deal with health emergencies. And Biden

signed the extension to the EPA last Feb 24th, 2021 extending the covid-19 emergency. And the most likely thing he will do is cite

section SF424 which is federal assistance, which mandates that whoever takes $0.01 aid MUST abide by federal guidelines (including

the National Emergency Powers Act) and if the states refuse, then the admin will demand payment (probably in full) which will crash

ALL the states' economies.  Let's not let emotions cloud our thinking.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A guy came into the store today detailing what he went through when he got covid. He said he got test and had the antibodies a few

months later. He got tested six months later and the antibodies disappeared. Whether that's true or not, he seemed to be very

convincing.

Anyway, there is no way in Heaven or Earth I am ever getting that garbage they're pushing relentlessly!
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Im all for Mercola but he is xat out incorrect and even still repeating the falsehood about liability.  ALL Vaccines have nearly zero liab

in the US and its been the case for years.  Come on Merc.  Your cred is at stake and I want you to be right on the basics.
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Ord3228
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Joe I don’t agree with what Biden is trying to do but that doesn’t make the Florida gov any better. Florida gov has acted irresponsible in

the matter of Florida’s environment. BTW dems alone are not responsible for that’s is wrong with the US. Continuing to act as if this is

only a political issue is just not going work for us.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Mirandola, thank you so much for recommending this video.  Krisanne Hall is a phenomenal teacher.  She points out that they do

not teach The Constitution in Constitutional Law.  And that today we are monetizing division and hate.  I see her peaceful

non-compliance as what we called passive resistance back in the day.  We stopped segregation being enforced by Gov. George

Wallace, all in the name of passive resistance.  I have always loved the American Constitution for its purity and simplicity.  Because I

was raised under the monarchy system I can truly appreciate the difference!  NONCOMPLIANT - A MOVIE ABOUT THE US

CONSITUTION & THE POWER OF THE PEOPLE www.bitchute.com/.../GdlkQYHrc5Dv  This video is followed by one of my favourite

people, Dr. Lee Merritt.  Apparently she's tracking VAERS for Frontline Doctors.  DR. LEE MERRIT TALKS ABOUT "VACCINE" SIDE

EFFECTS AND VAERS www.bitchute.com/.../Vj7TmnG7IIxG
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's obvious they have this all planned out in such detail but you have to think any vaccine mandates would be the death knell for any

politician. Especially crappy, piece-of-*** vaccines that don't work like this one!
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TeacherRay
Joined On 2/26/2021 12:48:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IT'S STARTED...Croatia President says we will not be vaccinated anymore
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Retsbew.  I subscribed to the platform, and really like all of the content.
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sussmuss
Joined On 6/4/2009 1:04:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jacobson v. Massachusetts: A Ruling With Tragic Consequences....... Actually he did not get force vaccinated!    He paid a 5.00 dollar

Ine!      And that was that!
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just read in several places including the Washington Post, that Dr Malone was confused by the FDA complicated language, and

wrongly stated that PIzer has two different vaccines. It seems like it is only one mRNA vaccine but with a new brand name, and hence

the confusion. It is fully approved. PLEASE be CAREFUL because a mistake like this helps the corrupt and big pharma to discredit

everything else you say, Dr.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"In 1923, [the US Supreme Court] ruled minimum wage laws are illegal...Most agree that minimum wage laws are a good thing..." The

people who comprise that group called "most people" are economically illiterate and defectively educated people, i.e. indoctrinated

with Marxist and Keynesian economic theories that have been completely refuted but still taught in high schools and universities, and

prevail in all government institutions at the local, state, and federal levels, and "guiding and informing" all domestic and foreign

economic policies and laws.

Minimum wage laws were initially imposed in order to shut non-Caucasians and handicapped people out of the labor market. It was no

coincidence that they co-existed with eugenics laws. Years later, minimum wage laws were expanded to be imposed upon every

worker (including Caucasians), upon every private sector business, and upon practically every type of occupation. Minimum wage laws

violate every human beings legitimate individual right to self-ownership, personal liberty, and private proeprty rights, including

freedom of contract. They have caused persistent unemployment among low-skilled (thus low-producing) people by pricing their labor

out of the labor market by forcing potential employers to pay them artiIcially high wage rates. This results in their hourly wage being

$0/hour, instead of an hourly wage commensurate with their level of job-related experience, skills, and productive output, as

determined by market demand for their low-skilled labor. I realize that this comment is off the subject, but it is necessary to challenge

and refute this alll-too-popular idea that minimum wage laws are a "good thing".
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gaw9735
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems the site owner agrees with these laws.  These "laws" violate the right to contract at any price.  As a Founder put it- "Any

law that violates rights is NO LAW at all, and can be ignored."  The progressive movement is Illed with such rights-violating

pseudo laws. . .
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even the very basis of the Jacobson vs. Massachusetts ruling poses a problem for mandates.  The decision was based on the

smallpox vaccine being deemed "safe".  However, protection of liability for manufacturers is based on vaccines being "unavoidably

unsafe".    Therefore, it comes back to there being no precedent for such a mandate without liability.
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Zip5473
Joined On 3/27/2018 6:10:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, Please make your book available for purchase on this ( your site) as I have boycotted buying from Amazon! I will not

support Jeff Bezos or his company in any way
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Hi lovestosing6,  I agree,  Rand Paul's suggestion of Ive years for mass murder is about as user friendly as community service and

probation for a crime against humanity.   www.newsweek.com/ron-paul-was-right-reps-decade-old-afghanistan-remark..  'Ron Paul

Was Right': Rep's Decade-old Afghanistan Remarks Resurface Amid Crisis - BY JACOB JARVIS ON 8/16/21 AT 11:07 AM EDT - Rand's

dad, Ron, is a critical thinker and he would do well to follow his example and realize that playing politics can cause an allergic reaction

and as a doctor, he might easily know that.  

It's like interfering in Iraq.  Saddam Hussein wasn't mister nice guy, but he knew how to deal with the tribes and it was relatively

peaceful there until the US eliminated him.  I was preparing quotes for what would be the equivalent of our Ministry of Transport, in

Iraq.  Given my exposure to diversity and equality in Canada, I was gobsmacked to read the quote would be refused if any of the tank

trailers contained parts from Israel (even a nut, bolt, screw).  And here's a huge sexist remark (!) I think if women were involved and

say, it was about producing a garment with buttons.  If the buttons from Israel were beautiful and functional, the women would say,

let's have those!  All that indicates is the type of person I am and I do wear a Hillary for Prison, 2016, t-shirt, guys!  It's not what sex you

are, it's what you do and what you believe in that counts.  I love the US of A and I believe you have the chutzpah to stop this rubbish,

more so than any other nation on this planet.  I truly hope that Canadians will start to understand what's happening here.  It's a

travesty.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.expandingawarenessrelations.com/are-covid-variants-named-after-5g-..
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Meldeb3k
Joined On 5/4/2021 10:59:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want to believe Dr Mercola's article about the current jab that's being administered in US vs Comirnaty. However, what I read, on

several sites says that it's basically a name change and what is currently being used here in US has been FDA approved. Can someone

cite something different than what I'm seeing?  I need to get my ducks in a row, as my company is getting ready to mandate. I refuse to

comply. Would appreciate some insight.
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The biggest issue is that regardless of FDA approval, it should always be a CHOICE to be made by the would-be recipient. A

choice without consequences, otherwise it's just coercion, which is supposed to be illegal. We need to stop talking about

whether it's FDA approved or EUA only, because will it be safer when it IS FDA approved? No! Does it matter which it is? No! It

still should be each person's choice, end of story. That's how we really need to Ight it.
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VB_Bob
Joined On 7/24/2021 7:21:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden has no authority to rule by Iat (Executive Order)... an EO must be grounded in federal law passed by Congress and approved by

the President.  There is no federal law giving Biden the power to mandate a vaccine for a disease such as COVID-19, a modest

inxuenza by any REAL measure.  Any employer who obeys Biden's illegal EO puts himself in legal jeopardy.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True, but the goal is probably to coerce employers who, in turn, will coerce their employees. After a person is coerced into

vaccination Biden and anyone who is inxuencing him to take this action has won. No federal law could give Biden the power to

mandate because health isn't a responsibility of the federal government. Even a state law wouldn't be just, so it wouldn't be

obligatory. Also, an executive order is only relevant to the employees of the executive government. It is similar to a CEO issuing

a just directive to his employees.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't quit.  Make your employer Ire you so you can sue for back pay.
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mag4049
Joined On 10/17/2013 10:07:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recently read a detailed article about Jacobson v Massachusetts. It says the case was not about forced vaccination. Jacobson

refused to get a shot, and he was Ined. He refused to pay the Ine. I think he had had a reaction to the smallpox shot previously and

didn't want another one. The court case determined that he had to pay the Ine for refusing the shot. IT HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH

FORCED VACCINATION. He never took the shot. I think the problem is the media says the case proves one thing, but it does not. Yet

hardly anyone is giving detail on the court case, which does not support the conclusions of the media.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As many have said, Hitler is alive and lives in Washington.
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ConventCassie
Joined On 4/25/2021 4:35:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the Covid Vac. Mandates are backIring. Whistleblowers are coming out of the woodwork. Knowing that Hospital employees will

be let go by a certain date means they have ‘nothing to loose’. So report, record, speak of the wrongdoings by the Hospitals…nothing to

loose.
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BluSkye
Joined On 6/15/2020 7:46:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a movement going on in every state to Ight with our pens in court while we still have a constitution. If you wish to join the

people in your state and be added, setup a Telegram account (messaging service which is free) and go to https://t.me/TTT_Roll_Call

 and scroll through the list to join your state group. Your voice and participation can help! I do not run any groups, just sharing.
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jdistefano
Joined On 7/21/2021 11:41:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Costa Rica the Supreme Court now states that is legal to vaccinate because social beneIt vs individual rights
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Years ago,late 1980's I worked for the government and part of that, was visiting the PRC. I did so on a number of occasions. I have

SEEN communism Irst hand! And it is seared into my brain!  People were told when to go to bed, when to get up (I called it the bull ***

wagon - I asked our escort what was going on - every night a truck with bull horns comes around and same in the morning) He said -

Oh its to tell people its time to go to bed and get up to be happy and get up ready to work or go to bed to be healthy! I saw people in the

state owned  markets, falling asleep because they had no interest. It was the job they were given.  THE ONLY "color" I saw in Beijing

and Chengdu, were the tiny private markets! The rest was just "gray". It was pretty horrible. The people  were afraid to speak, not smile,

 etc. The Social  Credit Score system puts a technological boot on the neck of the people.  The "mandate" is the  opening salvo. IF they

get away with this - its a downhill slide. This is NOT the country I was born in and it is NOT the government I served. My  intent is IF

this stands, I will quit/retire and work for myself.  POWER to the PEOPLE!
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estanford
Joined On 10/25/2014 10:37:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the (little 't') United States of America, Incorporated Is a government services *corporation* (which, by the way is bankrupt and defunct

currently).Being a corporation, it has as much power over the American people as McDonald’s. So when the CEO of this obviously

criminal corporation creates an executive order or a mandate, it is only for *federal employees*…It’s OWN employees! Those EOs and

mandates do not apply to Americans. WE Are the employers. THEY are our employees. Find out more

here:tasa.americanstatenationals.org
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The people are also incorporated.  Look at your ID documents, see the CAPITAL  LETTERS.  See the yellow fringe around the

xag [sometimes].  That is for maritime/corporate law/UCC, Uniform Commercial Code. It is The UNITED STATES that is a
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xag [sometimes].  That is for maritime/corporate law/UCC, Uniform Commercial Code. It is The UNITED STATES that is a

corporation not the United States.  The United States is the original government of 1776.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Somewhere in the constitution it says the court system has to be swift, not bogged down for years before cases are held in a court

room. What I expect is delays. Mostly put together by the Justice Department itself. In this system, that even laws obviously being

violated, can put off justice indeInitely. One thing is IF one party holds power, then they can indeIntely keep impeachment off the

table even when it is obviously needed. The real maIa here is the corporate control of much of our representatives. Yet, the same

justice department that sent impeachment against Trump twice is unwilling to do the same thing against the party with a slim majority

in the House. The same justice that convicted Roger Stone will not convict someone else with the proper political connections. That

means the law is unequally applied. That brings up whether said law is actually constitutional. If it convicts one while giving free reign

to others because of their political stand, then there is no justice.
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM
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Can't Ight Biden. He has inInite money. What money he can't extract from the taxpayer, he can print to Ight against any lawsuit. He

holds "the ultimate power in the universe". The White House can write up any law Biden asks for and Biden can pass it and enforce it.

We no longer need Congress or the Supreme Court. To Ight against Biden requires lots of little insigniIcant donations from lots and

lots of people and lots and lots of little fund raisers. Most people that had been fully vaccinated without any known complications are

on Biden's side. Vaccine propaganda may be the only way Biden can divert the attention of this country away from his failures at the

Mexican border and in Afghanistan and runaway government borrowing.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The money isn't Biden's. It seems inInite because it's Iat. Fake currency. All its value comes because the elitists say it has

value. That said, I agree the bad guys are unstoppable. Everything about them is fake. But the Lie is pulverizing Truth. The Truth

could set us free. But the Lie is too strong. The Lie shall win.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM
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We could all become liars and join up with the winners.
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FredKapelski
Joined On 12/18/2020 10:19:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If anyone looks, this is a good time for the states to stand on the 10th Amendment.  Biden is in obviously overstepped designated

Constitutional authority, as in enumerated powers.  Life would be so much easier if the Constitution was followed.
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Demand PCR cycles data, expose the foundational lie fueling this. All else is just the bleating of sheep. Of 208 comments, the number

that mentioned PCR: 0
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lordbasil
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The fact is we the people are going against the corporate interests in a scandal that actually reaches all the way to the Presidency of

this nation. In cases dealing with the MaIa, the state has spent enormous sums of money to bring people to trial in excess of 90

million dollars. This was done in the 90s against a MaIa head. What is wrong with this? There is no justice. I am not saying criminal

wrong was not done. It was. The point being in this particular system of justice money talks. No one has more resources than the

Federal Government.

It should not be about money. But reality check here. It is. So if and when the federal government goes against Dr. Mercola it will do so

with the full resources available to the Justice Department. No one should have that much power. We are witnessing just such power

being used and it is likely it is being commanded by corporate drug companies.  Under this law system all the cards belong to the

prosecutors. Only when massive corruption causes the death of an unusually large number of people and the public demands change

will any of this go away.

As it is, this country appears to the world as corrupt. Do they care? If the system were anywhere close to justice impeachment charges

would have all ready been Iled in the House and well on their way to the Senate. But while one political party holds a slim majority in

the House, so much for justice. All of that may change simply because ironically the Congress may be the Irst to feel the approaching

likely death toll in its own chambers. Congressional immunity? It simply does not work against any plague. Nature will prove that.

Publishing is by the authority of those that own the media. Until that is broke up expect no help from that area.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please do not xy United Airlines. My son, a United Employee for twenty-Ive years, is being forced to retire at the end of this month

because he refuses to place that poison into his body. He applied for the religious exemption but was turned down. He  cannot really

afford to retire, it it is that or accept the poison and place his life in jeopardy. Again, please do not xy United Airlines.

My own experience in regard to this so-called vaccine:  A close friend and fellow worker for over 40 years got both shots. Afterwards,

his heart valve began gushing blood, and he had to submit to a a life-saving operation. My brother got both shots and afterwards

developed Parkinson Disease and needs someone with him 24 hours a day. He also developed Covid and was hospitalized with that. A

good friend of ours, a 93 year old Gold Star mother got the shot at the insistence of a neighbor, and then was found unconscious on

her living room xoor from a stroke the day after getting her second shot and was rushed to the hospital. A  friend and co-worker of my

daughter began feeling ill after getting her second jab. She was a healthy 47-year old. Two weeks later she was rushed to the hospital

where she died the same day.
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The globalists plan on ending the airline industry in a couple years. How many airline workers consenting to these "vaccines"

are aware of this?
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It may seem simplistic and naive but the President's edict is unconstitutional. You can call it an executive order but it does not have

the force of law unless people fall for the deception and follow it. Ignore the impostor in the White House.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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The vaccine doesn't provide immunity, doesn't contribute to herd immunity, and doesn't protect the virus from being spread from one

person to another!!!  It only (supposedly) reduces the severity of symptoms.  I keeping repeating this mantra, but few believe me.  Even

Fauci and various health authorities admit that the vaccines don't provide immunity, but in the same breath push vaccines to achieve

herd immunity.  WTH??? Why aren't more people questioning this warped logic?  Can't they see that large numbers of the vaccinated

are getting the virus anyway? Weak minded people are easily manipulated.
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@TheOrage: Why discriminate against the previous 3 plumbers? They need work too. This sort of behavior is not helpful at all. I Irmly

believe we will maintain our own integrity by not mistreating or discriminating against others based on their vax status. I think things

would go a lot smoother if we would all extend one another the same courtesy.
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I guess the idea is they can Ind it more easily.
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Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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Sue275, Every single human being has rights to self-ownership personal liberty; and private property rights, including the rights

to freedom of association; freedom of non-association, including peaceful discrimination for any reason whatsoever; and

freedom of contract. Therefore, that fellow quizzing those three plumbers was exercising his rights by boycotting the two

plumbers who had gotten the jab. He didn't violate their rights by refusing to do business with them because they had no

legitimate right to the job. Neither did the plumber he hired. The job was based on mutual consent and mutually voluntary

contractual agreement.

I boycott business owners because of the cowardice that they display by complying with government operators' diktats that

they require their customers and employees to wear a mask while on their private business property. I would boycott them even

if government operators were not compelling them. (BTW: a private sector business is private property. It does not become "the

people's property" by its being open to the public. The owner still reserves the right to refuse service to anyone.).

I shun people whom I see wearing a mask because they demonstrate by wearing it that they mindlessly do what the are told

instead of thinking critically and independently. If a masked person approaches me wanting to tell me something, I stop that

person and say that I will grant him/her my permission to speak to me if s/he will do so as a human being and not like a

muzzled slave or human stockyard animal by Irst removing the mask. If s/he refuses to remove the mask, I tell him/her to move

along. I don't bother to try to educate them, for one cannot educate the militantly incorrigible.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM
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Fox News is anti-American, Controlled Opposition. They are owned by Murdoch who is a globalist and are told what they can and can't

report on. They just report things we already know, but put an angry face on and act appalled to make us Patriots THINK we have a

voice. We don't. If you're still getting your "news" from them, you are drinking the Kool-Aid and subject to globalist brainwashing.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Jack-out as was said in the  Matrix. Yank that propaganda sewer pipe, nothing good comes out of it. Frank Zappa once sang

"I'm the Slime (coming out of your TV set) and its not gotten better since Frank passed. DO NOT  use social media - decouple,

read books (the kind made with paper), work out, keep your immune system strong, don't put GMO poison into your body. Eat

right and sleep right. meditate,  Do your own research based upon data.  But most of all spread as much love as you can to

anyone receptive to it.

As for me? This is MY body for as long  as its "rented" to me in this incarnation. It does not belong to a foreign invader (a

government). When you hate or fear, it feeds the beast and their lies.  I avoid people because I don't know who has had the clot

shot and is spewing poisonous spike proteins. I am concerned that those who will refuse the clot shot, and instead PCR test

weekly will be put on a list, as the social credit score communist agenda is rolled out.      AND BTW, did you see that these

pseudo-false--gods have successfully made a human-Simeon (monkey) chimera???   POWER to the PEOPLE!  (Right on!)
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Yep. Just because the rest of the MSM rails against Fox doesn't make it on our side. It's like Emmanuel Goldstein in 1984. I

suspect Trump played a similar role.
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RedRaven: YES and AGREE to everything you said. We WILL win but it's going to be a nightmare until then. Hang tough!
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Ren: Yep, I'm still on the fence with Trump. Was a huge supporter and thought he did some great things but there are some

things that just aren't adding up right now. The "elites" may have gotten to him with death threats to him and his family, he may

be playing them in a 10-D chess game or he may have bee with them from the start. I feel quite clear about all that's transpired

and the hoaxes but Trump is a conundrum to me at this point and I don't know if I trust him.
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GOP Chairwoman and niece of Mitt Romney, Ronna McDaniel is an anti-American TRAITOR. She knows ALL ABOUT the rigged voting

machines that Mitt and Soros have been using for several years now to steal elections that have kept RINO Romney and so many other

"elites" in positions of power. She is SCUM.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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It's very simple. The 14th amendment prohibits government over reach. "No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge

the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without

due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." This means that:  The President can

Not grab unilateral dictatorship powers.

The Constitution can NOT be suspended and put on hold...for any reason, even for legitimate emergencies, let alone for bluffed

pandemic "emergencies" based on overbloated death and contagion Igures. Attorneys general, GOP lawmakers agree and are Iling

lawsuits, or taking action on other levels: www.bitchute.com/.../GdlkQYHrc5Dv   Noncompliant: Florida's ex-attorney general tells us

about our vaccine rights and where the law is on our side standforhealthfreedom.com/press-release/or-senators-grand-jury-petitio..

 two Oregon senators are requesting Grand Jury investigation into the CDC's artiIcial balooning of COVID19 death statistics

www.youtube.com/watch  Arizona attorney general lambasts Biden mandates, excellent legal arguments ~ www.youtube.com/watch

 Texas attorney general candidate, president can’t just grab mandating powers ~ www.youtube.com/watch  GOP congresswoman,

Biden acting like dictator, 13 governors planning to Ight mandates ~ www.youtube.com/watch   GOP lawmaker Iles lawsuit. Note the

unprofessional, undermining behavior of others gathered with her, shills? THEY look really bad, not the lawmaker. ~

www.youtube.com/watch    Fox News great discussion re socio political climate
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People are willingly falling for the DECEPTIONS and LIES and the FEAR-PROMOTING ENTERTAINMENTS FLOODING INTO THEIR

SENSES AND CREATING A SELF HYPNOSIS OF EXTRAORDINARY MAGNITUDE.  Sheep & Cows are more awake than a lot of people I

see and know.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are two united states. The one spelled using upper case letters, the United States, is found in the District of Columbia. Its

powers are deIned [and limited to those in] the federal constitution.  Then we have the several, united states.  Each is a sovereign

 country. Each, also, has a constitution.  The 9th and 10th amendments to the federal constitution make clear the several states, and

the citizens associated with them, have ALL the powers not, speciIcally, delegated the U.S. In short, the several states work as checks

and balances against a rogue federal government. Creepy-Dementia Joe, by his threatened act, is openly and notoriously admitting he

has no respect for those or other checks and balances and, essentially, is saying he purposes to overthrow our established form of

government. __ "He also said he’d use his “power as president" against any governor unwilling to follow the order 'to get them out of

the way. . . .'”
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The best solution is for red states to become self sustaining and only trade with each other. Then quit sending taxes to the

parasites on the East Coast and tell Xiden he can go the way of King George. We would all love to get out of Dementia Joe's way.

I think they plan for us to turn violent. Simply breaking off would have the element of surprise. Xiden has become a possessed

puppet. Like Chucky. Even smiles like him sometimes.
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who cares what Elizabeth W thinks or does. She is just one woman that hates Trump and all those that support him. Conservatives

don't much care for either. Amazon is a liberal organization but they love the $$  in millions Republicans,  Conservatives and Christians

spend there. That could be in Jeopardy.....
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phales
Joined On 8/19/2020 9:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you were to get a Vaccine, which one would you choose? 31yr Male, active daily but desk job, fairly clean eater/faster, take my supps

(mag, zinc, d/k2, boron). In Canada it is becoming increasingly diocult to have any semblance of a life without exposing yourself to

one form of these Jabs. All indoor facilities are basically off limits. You become a social pariah. Employers are also starting to heavily

mandate their own policy towards forced vaccinations to work for them or do business with them.

Looking at the J&J since its a 1 and done shot. This does go against my morals, convictions and understanding that I have built up

these last 2 years, and rights to self autonomy. Its a really tough spot and weighs on the soul. Along with this, Canada just reinstated

the drama teacher so it shows that the majority of Canada is looking for more of the same we have seen these past 2 years. I'm

looking to get out of this country at this point as I don't agree with this entire pandemic response or the political games that I have

become more aware of throughout. Florida/Texas seem like reasonable options. Any other thoughts?
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don’t get it. It’s not worth dying over
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

phales, You said, "Looking at the J&J since its a 1 and done shot. This does go against my morals, convictions and

understanding that I have built up these last 2 years, and rights to self autonomy. Its a really tough spot and weighs on the soul."

A "tough spot ?"  Are you serious ?? This should be a no-brainer ! Take any of those shot(s), and your good health is done for

life.  Refrain from taking them, and you retain that good health, which is one of your three most valuable, irreplaceable assets,

the other two being your abilities to think (reason), and choose how you act and how and what you think (volition).

You ask,  "Florida/Texas seem like reasonable options. Any other thoughts?" If you want warn weather in winter, Florida over

Texas. Also Florida over Texas because of Texas' recent draconian anti-abortion law. Women have the same legitimate

individual rights as men possess, including the rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, and bodily autonomy. Any law that

violates the legitimate individual rights of female human beings poses a threat to those same rights of male human beings.

Florida has a psychopathic sheriff (a redundancy; all government emloyees are psychopaths or sociopaths) in Pasco County

who wants to lock people up for producing and reading pornography, and engaging in any mutually consensual adult sexual

activity. He has a lot of devotees among the bible-buggerers. Don't settle anywhere in Pasco County. If cold winters are no

bother, consider New Hampshire. No state income taxes, no sales taxes. High property-tax theft, however, which causes rents to

be high, but that varies a lot from county to county. The Free State Project is based in NH. Read about it.
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purvisinvestrments
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When you muscle test fauci you get that he has not had the shot
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drchuck48
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:21:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a proven method of dealing with issues of governmental attempts at control and the dismissal of our rights as citizens of the

U.S. Vote every single democrat out of ooce in the upcoming election and in 2024. I'll give a pass to Joe Manchin-D, W-VA,  who

seems to understand what's going on with the Democrats and looks for common ground on most issues. He should be encouraged to

switch parties.
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rfagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The higher the rate of vaccination, the higher the rate of hospitalizations.
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KingofthePaupers
Joined On 11/1/2010 5:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The best way is to use my Amazon book Covid Mortality Hyped Hundredfold explaining how they compared the Covid CFR Apple to the

Flu IFR Orange to dupe the world into thinking it's 100 times worse than it really is. Being tricked by an Apple Orange comparison could

rouse to anger.
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moxa1man
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:57:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's time to resist this fascist tyranny by any means necessary.  YOUR VERY LIVES DEPEND ON IT.  Vaccination is an assault with a

deadly weapon and a crime against humanity.  ACT ACCORDINGLY.
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wink0069
Joined On 4/1/2018 7:01:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccine is the devils brew and those that push it work for Satan .
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lorib22
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:24:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its a shame to have a president that doesn’t care about the people in the United States and I certainly will not get vaccinated never

have since I don’t believe in vaccines and I am 79 and great health and I do not take medications.  I love Dr. Mercola’s supplements and

listen to whatever he says and love his website.  I also ordered his book and love it.  Keep up the great work Dr. Mercola I believe in

what you write and say.  Thank You 

🙏

. Lori.
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soladido
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:18:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Russell Brand for President!
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resonnant
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What's refreshing and a relief about this news is that local government is Ighting back. Biden's campaign lies are now exposed and

businesses are ready to take him to court. WE THE PEOPLE.
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scottcurtis5472gmail.com
Joined On 1/11/2021 4:45:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

question for the community - my employer is requesting all employees attest to their vaccination status. failure to complete the

attestation may result in corrective action up to and including termination of employment.  i love (and need) my job.....  what would you

do??
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quietly go to the employer and respectably talk about your feelings about the shots. If that does no good, meet in a quiet, away

from other employees eyes and ears and tell them how hard you work and want to stay there but if you are Ired they will know

what an ass whipping like no other is felt. If me and my family are to be hurt, so will yours be visiting you in the hospital.  In the

majority of cases a good understanding is the best solution.   Leave the meeting being very humble!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whatever you do, do not quit. Cannot qualify for unemployment... Don't know if you live in a red or blue state. I would also print

and take the 24 AG's letter to Biden and have your management review that letter. Its well written and it shows major issues

these 24 state's (may be 26 by now) attorney generals' see, aside from it being unconstitutional. See my post somewhere above,

US News link. My guess is any managers who mandate this shot, will also be liable for any damages. OSHA has already

mentioned they are not interested in paying for shot damage. This leaves these larger corporations liable for on the job injury.

Am not telling you to cave and get the shot/jab.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You could preemptively go to court and get an (ex parte) restraining injunction. This would prevent your employer from Iring

you under penalty of contempt. There are those who recommend that you should refuse and get Ired. If that is the case you

would have "the high ground" in any legal proceedings. However, depending on your Inancial situation it may not be a great

idea. Granted, you probably could get a preliminary injunction (Which might be granted within a week?) to make them take you

back, and not Ire you again for refusing to attest that you are vaccinated again. A generic common law cause of action relevant

here is coercion (duress). In fact, coercion is a crime in at least one state.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

scottcurtis5472gmail.com, Quit, and Ind work under the table. Don't worry about not qualifying for unemployment "insurance", a

welfare scheme like any other funded by tax-theft (legalized theft, but theft nonetheless). Besides, you would likely Ind another

job before you received your Irst unemployment check. Never mind suing or getting an injunction. That is a waste of your time

and money that's better spent on looking for opportunities. Look for employment at places that do not comply with mask and

vaccine mandates. Several of them are listed online, and they are legitimate. If you are at least 62 and qualify for SS, sign up for

it (consider it restitution for what you were forced to "pay in" to it). It will be less than you receive at full retirement age, but

consider this: a dollar today will buy more than a dollar tomorrow, and you might have died before you reach that age.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The apple doesn't fall far from the tree.... we all know Hunter Biden has been selling "Biden" for years.  I've been obsessed by Inding

out who is paying hospitals for the covid diagnosis... well,  a nurse told me "It's the drug companies". Of course it is.  The root of all

evil.  And I'm betting the drug companies are also paying Joe Biden.  He is our president and he has all of us up for sale.  There is

proof that PIzer gave his campaign 250,000. USD.
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randymcarthur
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:25:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

President Biden and all of us, you included Dr. Mercola, adjust and change our minds to accomplish necessary goals when we receive

new information.
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maxandfrancis
Joined On 10/6/2006 2:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden is NOT the elected President!  Wake up and smell the gunpowder!
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

randymcarthur, Precisely what "new information" has Biden received that justiIes and legitimaizes his "vaccine" mandate ?

Please cite facts, not politicized "data".
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates and Fauci all along have said CCP is the perfect model
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funnel Director John O'Looney has been banned from social media and has been deregistered as a funeral director.... WOW. they really

don't want the truth told.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 7:39:39 AM
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Karmala
Joined On 3/3/2010 6:52:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Notice that the only people he requires to take the vaccine are Americans.  There are countless thousands of unvaccinated people

entering our country every day... legally and illegally... yet there are no efforts to force vaccinations upon them or refuse their entry.

 Tell me again why I am supposed to trust ANYTHING the government has to say.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden also said the UPS workers don't have to take the jab. I guess he owed them one.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Karmala, You said, "Notice that the only people he [Biden] requires to take the vaccine are Americans."  Not all Americans. All US

Postal Service employees (600,000+) and all members of Congress are exempt.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some Aussie police have totally lost their humanity.  Those behind this agenda are simply evil: (Disturbing footage)

 twitter.com/.../1440600441876664320
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...and they wonder why people call them PIGS! Evil has taken over this "civilization" and evil is anything but "civilized"!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have they gone through training to make them brutal? The Aussie police don't act normal.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really feel for the police, they "know not what they do"... they think they are doing what is best for humanity... trying to stop the

virus.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is so sad :(   That little boy will never forget the trauma
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baronkb
Joined On 12/3/2009 5:49:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hopefully the resistance movements to the anti-American, totalitarian 0Biden regime will create and continue a groundswell of

resistance to all things Dem0cRAT and 0Biden.  The regime needs to be taken down, slammed down harshly in a manner that will

discourage the anti-American, America-Last woke tyranny for decades.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi all, for some light listening,  history is a LIE agreed upon. www.bitchute.com/.../zveuj9o1TuqS
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RoV2021
Joined On 5/23/2021 12:14:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola, we love you! I am so so very sorry you have to put timers on these articles, you are a gift to all of us and this is

so unfair, even repulsive. Those mandates are costing people jobs as they are walking out!  This is going to hurt the economy, hurt

America some more as all of this is doing! I think it is intentional. We need to pray and defend with law and order. This is another

excellent article and so appreciated. Blessings to you always!
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reichschancellor Biden wouldn't recognize the truth if she came and smacked him silly upside the head...which clearly she has been

doing during his entire political career...at least based on his demented behavior since before the election. Clearly that kind of thing

takes its toll.
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gle1013
Joined On 6/2/2014 7:16:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, you might also point out that most legal scholars have conIned Jacobson to its facts and don’t cite it as precedent, but

more importantly the penalty for not vaccinating was a Ine, $5 if I recall.  No one was forced to vax…
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ghKnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are many in mental institutions with more mental facilities than Looney Tunes.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well aware, adults and young adults alike, in the South they're full up!
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

http://www.idcacademy.org/
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mar17371
Joined On 6/27/2019 11:19:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had no intention of buying your book Dr Mercola because I Igured I was hearing all that was in it in your newsletter emails.  Then you

said a day or two ago what the satanic followers are pressuring Amazon to do-to stop selling it.  So I ordered your book & a Mark Levin

book on Marxism a few days ago, should be here tomorrow.  Thank you for all the work you do to educate people.  The time is short.
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beachguy
Joined On 7/11/2010 11:19:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jacobson v. Massachusetts gave Massachusetts the right to mandate a vaccination, not the federal government.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not quite. Read the case. Most people have not, so they mistakenly presume as you do.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The frog is already in hot water.  The feds are taking the easy pickings Irst--the sheeple and those who can be coerced out of fear for

losing their job or business.  They will come for the rest of us next. I had a sad conversation with a younger person today.  He was

adamant that he was not getting the vaxine because he does not trust the govt or the vaccine--does not believe Fauci.  He also said

that unfortunately, most in his generation are mind-controlled zombies who will acquiesce without protest... go along to get along.  I

pointed out how much young people have to lose if unvaccinated... denied higher education, limited employment opportunities,

restricted travel and entertainment access--and, ultimately much higher taxes.  He said, "I never thought of it that way... so I am sure

most young people have not either. They have so much of their life, well-being and livelihood to lose.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gut wrenching.  From "we'll give you free tickets to a concert" to "we'll up your pay" ... is the theme around here for young adults

who could have gotten it naturally, had the antibodies, and been resistant to the mutations ...  There's deInitely a split of those

who will NEVER get it and those who were like, "Ya, I'll do it for free concert tix!" ... heart breaking.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The “vaccine” for young people and children is the greatest criminal act that is happening. The immediate and especially

long-term effects will mortgage your health for life, Normal vaccines have been seen to cause autism and serious diseases and

mRNA vaccines will be much worse in the course of time, Also it does not make any sense to demand vaccination because a

large majority of young people already have natural immunity

Estimates come from the UK Ooce for National Statistics (ONS), which performed blood tests on people aged 16-24 in the

country's four major political subdivisions - Scotland, Wales, England and Northern Ireland, almost Nine out of 10 people in the

UK between the ages of 16 and 24 already have antibodies to protect against COVID-19. 86.9 percent of young people in Wales

have COVID-19 antibodies. In Northern Ireland, the Igure is 87.2 per cent. In Scotland and England, this number increases

slightly to 88.7 percent. They have been infected by COVID-19 and have recovered from it.

The ONS also performed blood tests on other age demographic groups. The government agency also found that artiIcial

antibody levels among the oldest age groups who were the Irst to get vaccinated in December 2020 were falling very rapidly.

Natural immunity is much higher in level and in time and with an almost zero risk among young people except for serious

previous pathologies, www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9997271/Almost-90-16-24-year-olds-Cov..
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guilllermo and all... The presence of antibodies is not the same as immunity.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond,  The report gives results of antibodies produced by the asymptomatic contagion of the coronavirus. You can have

natural immunity through memory T cells without having antibodies, but also people infected with covid form antibodies

through natural immunity. The natural immunity that Dr. Mercola reported is 13 times more effective than the delta variant

vaccine is being discredited. In this natural immunity memory T cells are essential. We must consider that T cells have three

main functions:

• They use chemical messengers to activate other cells of the immune system to start the adaptive immune system (helper T

cells). • Detect virus-infected cells or tumor cells and destroy them (cytotoxic T cells). • Some helper T cells become memory T

cells after the infection has been defeated. They can "remember" which germs were defeated and are then ready to activate the

adapted immune system quickly if there is another infection. The latest serology survey conducted by the Indian Council for

Medical Research (ICMR) found that at least two out of three people in India have antibodies against coronavirus (COVID-19),

and probably more people natural immunity, against the disease. www.ft.com/.../2f6c0907-a556-414a-920c-88c8ce482ed1
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reply to Guillermo and all... Primare non nocere.  The Irst law of medicine, "First, do no harm."  We already know the jab is

harmful to people with natural immunity, so, effectively, so (probably?), the majority of people being vaxed are actually being

harmed.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, we agree, but natural immunity by contagion by the current coronavirus and other previous coronaviruses and can
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Almond, we agree, but natural immunity by contagion by the current coronavirus and other previous coronaviruses and can

happen by memory T cells, but antibodies can also be developed by natural immunity. The study is for natural immunity, not for

vaccines.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here’s the rub kids, the way they present their data makes it look like the vaccines are responsible for the antibody increases.

Something ain’t right here.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, NaplesDan, but it must be considered that few children have been vaccinated. Most will be due to coronavirus infection-

The terrible thing is to think that children have been locked in their homes for lack of air and sun in the middle of nature. In

addition to the serious danger to mental and physical health of the terrible masks. Overall, the risk of children of all ages

contracting COVID-19, Dr Mercola reported, is so small A study published on July 7, 2021, which looked at deaths in children in

the UK during the Irst 12 months of the pandemic, found that 99.995% of children diagnosed with COVID-19 survived. It turns

out that all the children who died suffered from pre-existing diseases, such as cancer.

Many children have a natural immunity to COVID-19 and they are also not signiIcant vectors of transmission. Therefore, there is

really no need to impose draconian COVID restrictions on children out of fear for their safety or that of others, let alone a

vaccine that will have consequences for their health throughout their lives. However, PIzer Vaccine Could Be Authorized for

Kids Ages 5 to 11 in October and is preparing 120 pop-up vaccination sites for children throughout New York State and more.

A murder of defenseless children. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-nw-pIzer-vaccine-could-be-a..  (09/13/21)  120

POP-UP VACCINATION SITES TO TARGET KIDS ACROSS NEW YORK STATE + MORE. The Defender’s COVID NewsWatch

provides a roundup of the latest headlines related to the SARS CoV-2 virus, including its origins and COVID vaccines.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-nw-vaccination-sites-target-..  (09/21/21)
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NaplesDan, it is understood that mostly antibodies due to coronavirus contagion, which is what the population has been in

contact for the longest. The minors are the least vaccinated. Another study from india: The latest serology survey conducted by

the Indian Council for Medical Research (ICMR) found that at least two out of three people in India have coronavirus (COVID-19)

antibodies, or natural immunity, against the disease. Released on Tuesday, July 20, the survey called the seroprevalence study

included 36,227 people from 70 districts in 21 Indian states. IT FOUND THAT 62 PERCENT OF UNVACCINATED INDIANS HAVE

ANTIBODIES, INDICATING PAST EXPOSURE TO THE VIRUS. Overall, 67.6 percent of Indians have antibodies, either acquired in

the vaccination campaign or in past infections.  The difference is 5.6%

www.ft.com/.../2f6c0907-a556-414a-920c-88c8ce482ed1
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ScottPec
Joined On 5/23/2021 1:55:28 PM
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Phizer will never make the "Comimaty" a change of a label on a vile for legal reasons. Only the EUA version can not mandate.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Peggy Hall (The Healthy American) list about 25 rights you have when it comes to the experimental gene therapy shot they are doing

to you.  Plus, not to mention in-your-face violation of the Nuremberg code and gross violation of medical laws and ethics. Is Moe

Bitem and they lying to you?  YES, he is.  They ALL are.  They are relying on your ignorance and belief in their authority which is

severely limited by the Constitution for GOOD reasons.  Such as now.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM
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America today is a land of unimaginable crimes against humanity.
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Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All companies with over 100 employees is no big deal. Many large companies divide their company under different legal companies

based on services, trades, locations, management options, etc. and hire them as sub-contractors as needed. Dividing to be under 100

simply is a little more paperwork after they get each one incorporated.
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Joined On 4/6/2011 2:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are trying to force a revolt so that they can declare Marshall Law. In Europe I understand that vaccinations stop on 20 October

Ten twenty Not nine eleven. Interesting
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM
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Martial Law is what the Biden regime wants. So, expect a false xag at any time.
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM
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Good point, thanks !!
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dena1219, if that's so it doesn't matter what we do. No point to staying peaceful. BTW, things will get more violent in many

places once Martial Law is declared. Support your local sheriff and police if they're good. Fight to keep them.  Don't start the

violence, but expect it. The bullies won't leave us alone. If enough towns and communities resist Xiden's anti American armed

troops will be spread thin and Ind their duties unpleasant as well as very dangerous. He'll need plenty of illegals since the

"soldiers" he'll have left will be weak, whiny soyboys with blood clots and graphite poisoning.
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jasperberrington
Joined On 8/15/2021 2:24:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone remember which Dr. Mercola article has things one can do to counter the vaccine once it has been injected unwillingly.  I

recall a tens unit being mentioned but don’t recall if it said what strength, if they come in strengths.  There seems to be the beginnings

of legislation to protect against mandates but there are federal mandates coming up Oct 8th and it would take a legal miracle to stop

those shots in arms and quitting isn't an option when one can’t lose their entire life’s pension with 2 years till retirement.  Thank you.
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Jasperberrington: did you receive any responses to your question? I too was trying to track down similar information. I’m in

Canada and at risk of losing my employment and my livelihood, with a family to support. At a crossroads on what to do now.
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Still confused. Vaccinated or not vaccinated against what? The unidentiIed and never isolated virus? Why is this stupid narrative so

important that even illustrious Dr. Marcola keeps promoting it?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

More over the effectiveness, shown in the  Israeli data, of the PIzer jab is down too 39%.  It is ALL smoke to take our attention

away from the other poor actions of  Biden and an attempt to divide Americans.  Last year a race war was attempted.

 Americans by and large didn't buy into that narrative.
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There doesn't even need to be a Wuhan virus. The whole thing is based on a test device that can be adjusted to increase or

decrease the chances of a positive result. The aim of the alleged virus and its fear mongering promoters was to get the masses

to want to get "vaccinated" to be able to return to normal. I too am wondering how they think with such self-assurance that there

is a Wuhan virus, a South Africa variant, a delta variant, etc. Koch Postulates have not be followed. Here's a link that talks about

Koch's Postulates and their updated version: microbenotes.com/kochs-postulates-and-its-limitations
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Casimcea,  I get your point, because there is no isolation...thus no so called 'virus'!  I think commenters here are trying to

educate those newbies who come to this site.   Trying to make them think!!  An education if you will. The corporate government

which we all have, US, England, Europe etc, want population reduction and this jab is a good way to achieve that. We do need to

'wake' people up, not only to the rhetoric (lie), but to the legality of what they are pushing: ie the jab. This vax scam is worse than

most people realise. It is not a matter of questioning what is "in those shots" anymore, it is instead a question of "what the hell"

 the shots are really doing (junk ingredients/harming). The writing is on the wall. We are at war.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

If it has never been isolated, how did they do this? www.nejm.org/.../NEJMicm2023328
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It has been isolated, it's just that it had Fauci's Inger prints on it, so they have to keep it secret.  I saw it on NewsMax
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

00 is correct. Peter Breggin said something similar.

The virus has been isolated, but the results were never publicized.

This makes sense if it provided incriminating evidence and had a legal patent on it. Intellectual copyright laws.

You can put a patent on a life form you cook up in a lab.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM
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What it means to me is that I am going to leave my Ield. And come to center stage. And let people see my ability to just stand still like

the Lord coming up out of the waters of baptism inside my own heart. And the windows of Heaven open. And visible glory comes

down as the  Dove of the Holy Spirit. Like standing in a Pillar of visible glory. And the glory rolls over the whole crowd. Healing them all.

It's my life's work. A great wonder. My "real job". I would say the nurses have been inspiring to me. Working under a governmental

hierarchy that prevents love, care, and healing. But they break out. And rise to stand. No matter how hurt they have been. They stand

up. And speak.

Anyway. My gifts are spectacular. And unexpected. I know the Lord in conscious contact in baptism power of Visible Glory. And was

persecuted just for not subjecting to a misguided hierarchy that offered no love, care, or healing really. The institutional church. So like

Elmhurst and the HHS system. I can really relate to that. The Lord is my Physician. With healing in His wings. I am like His nurse. I will

bring the Lord to heal all. Because He can. It's not for no reason that Isaiah 66 speaks of healing and comfort like a nurse. A nursing

mother. A nurse. Who brings the Great Physician. Isaiah 60. ZION rising. A nurse who loves is the picture of ZION alight in visible glory.
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Please stop posting such tedious, unrelated nonsense here. Where are the moderators for this forum?
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Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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I read today that Washington is going to take the unvaxxed to concentration camps and kill them. I don’t know if this is the truth or not

but it’s frightening.
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Of course it is frightening! That's the ongoing psy-ops campaign.
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rrealrose do you think it’s a lie just to make people fearful?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 12:09:42 PM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wondering if people in rural areas--with low vaxx rates--should prepare for guerilla warfare just to survive.

These CDC death camps are all over.

Terrifying.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 12:25:51 PM
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cetok01yahoo.com
Joined On 11/15/2020 7:26:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I was going to include DeSantis’ speech in this article, but it has since been deleted for “violating YouTube’s community guidelines.”

Imagine that, that they would actually remove a legally elected governor’s opinion on this topic because it violates their authoritarian

tyranny."  I can't help wondering: how is this this any different from mercola.com deleting articles - including this one - after 48 hours?

I've been passing your articles along for a year in a weekly newsletter, but your own self-deletions have made that extraordinarily

diocult because many times the article expires before I send it. And let's not forget your years of archived material. Please reconsider

your own actions, and then join the Ight for others.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can Ind previously published Dr. Mercola articles The Plant Strong Club website. Here's an example:

theplantstrongclub.org/2021/09/13/is-natural-immunity-more-effective-t..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

What about copy and paste?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 8:56:10 AM
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mpmayer2
Joined On 11/4/2010 6:25:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have become ridiculous Dr please retire and save any reputation you have left

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 8:06:04 AM
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Add as Friend  Send Message

OK troll.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 11:53:21 AM
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SaucySue
Joined On 6/15/2012 8:33:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh dear yet again! Such rhetoric against a mandate to get the shot in order to rid ourselves of this pandemic. What do you want Dr.

Mercola? A virus that will continue to kill and maim? Or, a healthy approach to life? Your ongoing Ight with those you dislike does

nothing for you. Where it came from is neither here nor there but ridding ourselves of it, is an important issue and mandating vaccines

is one of the best routes to go for all serious illness ]TB, etc].
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Add as Friend  Send Message

But it clearly doesn't work.
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raheemavernet
Joined On 8/2/2020 5:54:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccines are not the only approach to life. Just look at the history of vaccines and you will be surprised. You do not cure serious

illness by just suppressing symptoms, as conventional medicine does. Here is an example:

www.bitchute.com/.../koT9yJoVz8vt
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Saucy...I suggest you look at the data. Especially for those ages 0-60.
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jamNjim
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Add as Friend  Send Message

A healthy approach to life is BIG PHARMA/VACCINES??  You're brainwashed. I gave up Big Medicine in 1995. I was chronically

ill with: psoriasis, high blood pressure/cholesterol/triglycerides, thick blood, poor circulation, asthma, metabolic syndrome,

arthritis, acid rexux, sleep apnea, rosacea, gallstones, and ulcerative colitis . I probably left something out. I was on a LIFETIME

prescription for medications to treat at least  a 3rd of those problems.

I probably would still be on those meds had it not been for the Military screwing up my shot records in 1989. They mistakenly

signed off on my xu and several other vaccinations. So, I never received them. I debated the mistake they made and they

threatened to call my commander! So I blew it off. Low and behold, I didn't get the xu or the cold that year! That was a head

scratcher! At the time, I was 100% indoctrinated in the medical system and I got vaccinated for everything! I had been

vaccinated for the xu every year for 13 straight years and I got the xu every one of those years. Some years, I got the xu twice. I

don't believe in coincidences. So I took an oath to not get the xu vaccine until I catch the xu.

32 years later, I'm still waiting. It was 1990 I began this journey of self improvement and natural medications. You don't Igure

this stuff out overnight. So I continued to see "EXPERTS" up until 1995. In 1995 I had a heart attack at age 29 following

DOCTORS ORDERS to the letter! I said enough is enough and I walked away from the medical system. I literally walked out of the

hospital without surgery or stints and never went back.

I found a natural path with 2 PhD’s (Biochemistry and Psychology) and he was a licensed MD. I told him I’m done with Big

Pharma and conventional medicine and I want off all meds. In 3 months I was med free. In 9 months I lost 80 pounds and made

full recovery from my HA without meds.  I elected to never have "experts" touch my body ever again. That goes for all vaccines!
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Another mindless sheep!  Sad for you.
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While I agree the political rhetoric here is repetitive and tiresome to read, I completely disagree that the covid vax is "a healthy

approach to life" however it does sound like you're convinced that it is. We have many friends and family who, like you, believe in

the eocacy of the vax. And while we may disagree on this issue I understand you all have a right to your own opinions. My

family has always preferred to treat our illnesses using all natural alternatives as much as possible.  So we were gutted when

forced to take this toxic vax in order to secure our jobs and college studies. We hated every minute of it, feeling so helpless and

unable to Ight back.

So for us personally, to have our rights stripped away, has been the most diocult aspect of the pandemic by far. So we're

deInitely pro- choice and against all mandates! But we will maintain our own integrity by not mistreating or discriminating

against others based on their vaccine status. I think things would go a lot smoother if we would all extend one another the same

courtesy.
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SaucySue, please go and get 15 shots right now; be safe.
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Hey Saucy Sue. Joe Biden knows you personally. He loves you like his own daughter. Dr. Fauci sees you through your TV set

every night and sheds tears at the thought that you--as a human individual--may get sick and even die. All his advice is meant

for you personally. Because he loves and cares for you so much. VP Kamala Harris will visit you with chicken soup when you get

sick. Since they love you soooo much. All about health and well being. Pharmaceutical companies are run by kindly,

compassionate, altruistic saints. They don't care about money. All about saving precious human lives which the CEO's value so

highly.  

President Joe Biden--through his international policies--has already shown how much he loves Americans and will go to great

lengths to save their lives. The Media you see on TV is 100% accurate and honest. They would never lie. The only exception is

Fox News. We know Fox is untrustworthy because the rest of MSM tells us so. The only doctors whose opinions count are TV

celebrities. The only important scientiIc facts or discoveries can be found from watching TV shows. Including Iction.

Everyone in Washington knows and loves you as a human being. They only care about keeping us safe and healthy. Big Brother

is your BFF. Nice to know you aren't delusional. Since you support "vaccine" mandates don't come running here crying to the rest

of us if your booster gives you Beri Beri or ALS so you can no longer walk. You can take it up with the doctor who gave you the

shot, and guess what? He'll shrug and dismiss it as psychosomatic or say it's an unavoidable "side effect" of the marvelous, life

saving "vaccine."

According to PIzer and Moderna it prevents symptoms. Doesn't prevent infection or contaminating others. But facts and logic

are a waste of time. You'll squeal for mandates to protect yourself no matter what rational arguments I present. Enjoy your fear.

Rest assured I will stay far away. I want nothing to do with your kind either.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/22/2021 12:05:20 PM
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SaucySue, SARS-COV-2 is not even close to being as virulent and infectious as TB, or bubonic plague, or typhoid, or smallpox. I

have even had people tell me seriously that it's deadlier than cancer. The "vaccines" do not make one immune; nor do they

prevent one from spreading SARS-COV-2 if one is infected, or prevent one from being infected. If one receives the "vaccines",

 one is just as unvaccinated as anyone who has never been "vaccinated". Mandates are not laws. They did not undergo due

process of legislation to become laws, and even if they did, they would be unjust and immoral because peoples' bodies are not

government property. They violate everyone's rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, and bodily autonomy. You apparently

have delusional psychosis, or you are a sociopath or psychopath with dictatorial aspirations. In either case, get yourself Ixed, or

quarantine yourself.
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